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HOW HIDDEN IS TRUTH
T. JEROME'S forerunners had not exhausted their
subject; nor does the Latin Father, although he swore
by their words: "keep always closely to their footprints:'

S

'He [St Jerome] did not judge it idle, rash, or
presumptuous, to apply himself to the same quest as
the Fathers, who laboured before him to explain the
Scriptures, or never would he, that wise, good,
industrious man, who minded the proverb 'be sparing of
time: have toiled so hard and made it his life work.
'Ah yes! he knew, the learned man, he knew, full well
he knew, how hidden is truth, how deep she dwells, how
far she screens herself from mortal sight, how few she
receives, how laboriously they seek her, how few ( they are
ahnost none) may reach her, how partially and piecemeal
they drag her forth. She hides, yet so as never wholly to
be hidden. Careful seekers find her, that, carefully sought,
she may again be found. None may draw her forth in
her completeness, but by degrees. The fathers and forefathers have found her; something is left for the sons and
descendants to find. So always: she is sought; something is
still to seek; found, and there is something still to find:
- Andrew of St Victor, [died 1175 AD] Prologue to Isaias the
Prophet, Paris MS. Mazarine 175 Translated by Beryl Smalley,
The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, Oxford, Basil Blackwell,
1952, p.124. St Jerome [345-420 AD] was from Aquileia on
the Adriatic coast. He was secretary to Pope Damasus, and
translated the Bible into Latin from the original Hebrew,
Aramaic and Greek.
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EDITORIAL

Pure Islamism is rheoretically bankrupt/ and JJO!itically impossible'

DIALOGUE WITH ISLAM:
PLANNING TO FAIL?
By Paul Stenhouse MSC PhD
VE R THE PAST
weeks much
has been said
and written about
recent comments on
Islamic Shari'a, by
the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr Williams.
In none of the comments on the
Archbishop's speech, was there any
unequivocal indication given by
the people expressing opinions that
they really _u nderstood either the
comprehensive power [or 'jurisdictional']
claims made by Shari'a, or the nuances
inherent in Shari'a, which is the very
'nucleus' oflslam. 1
Two crucial issues among many
that affect the assimilation of Muslims
into non-Muslim democratic societies
continue to elude protagonists at all
levels of the political and religious
spectrum.
Firstly, the Archbishop and some
of his critics appear to assume that the
Shari 'a of Islam is religious law; and
that fatwas emanating from Shari'a
courts would affect only questions
of a religious nature - garb, dietary
laws, prayers, religious obligations,
pilgrimages, training of imams, defining
sins etc.
The reality is otherwise. What we
are witnessing, in essence, is a flexing
of legal muscles brought about by
competing jurisdictional claims made
by two systems of civil laws: those
governing Western democratic societies
[in this instance, British law] and those
civil/religious/social laws that govern
Islamic societies. These laws are called

The Archbishop recognizes that there
is a problem but seems unaware of the
danger of ceding jurisdiction to a group
of Islamic Shari 'a scholars who deny
that compliance with Shan·'a is optional.
Western legislators who dabble
with Shari'a in the hope of assisting
assimilation of Muslims into a secular
political society ruled by civil law are
digging a grave for Democracy.

;:.:\·~

.prel;ease of.the Cna1de~n,Cathollc:.·.
Archbistibp of Mosul wlfo was abducted
by gunmen today in · the norther~
Iraqi city. AsiaNews reported that
Archbishop· Paulos Faraj Rahho had
just left Mosul's Holy Spirit Cathedral
when he was kidnapped in the al-Noor
()J$tri,G.t itt1lh'e,~st~f:R,section of _the

Political Islam and religious Islam are
co-extensive. The one heterogeneous
reality to which both terms refer, and
from which they draw their inspiration
and strength, is called Shari 'a. To
see the question as one of religious
law [Islamic] and civil law [Western
countries] is to miss the point. Laws of
a political, juridical and religious nature
are 'absolutely similar from the Muslim
point of view'.
'The Shari 'a,,' however, 'is not
"Law" in the modern sense of the
word, any more than it is, on account
of its subject matter. It comprises without
restriction, as an infallible doctrin e of
duties, the whole of the religious, political
social, domestic and private life of those
who profess Islam [m.11 emphasis], and
the activities of the tolerated members
of other faiths as far as they may not
be detrimental to Islam'.2

The West 1s
dealing
with
contradictory, opposed and apparently
irreconcilable political systems. Islam is
not some routinely familiar religion - or
even an exotic religion - with a political
face. Islam is an intricate polit£cal system
with a religious face.
Prosecuting war, regulating the
market place, raising taxes, settling
law - all th ese took place (at least
in theory) under the legitimizing
penumbra of the caliph's authority
(in formative Islam) or, later, that
of the law (the shari'a), which h e
safeguarded. 3

If politics is a complex science in
the 2 1st century West, should we be
surprised to discover that it is more
complex and even more multi-faceted
in Islam, a way of life still firmly rooted
in the 7th - 10th centuries? Should we
be surprised to find that political Islam
on the ground makes n o bones about
the centrality of violence in its political
process?4
Secondly, where 'conflicts' arise

Shan"'a.
Islamists are seeking, quite literally,
to live [and have other Muslims live]
under Shari 'a rather than under British
Law. Only one of these competing
systems can be supreme.
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between the views of n~n-Islamic and
Islamic communities on the nature
and role of civil law [e.g., as I write, in
the UK, Holland, some Scandinavian
countries and France, to mention but
a few] then any discussion of issue s
arising from them must take into account
the existence of non-negotiable factors
within Islam. These non-negotiable
factors exist in all political systems, and,
understandably, in all religions.
Shari'a [for Sunnis, especially of the
Hanbali/Wahhabi/Salafi persuasion], 5
has been locked in a time warp since the
fourth century of the Muslim era. This is
because of their belief that the infallible
_.gma'[the most important foundation of
Shari'a] ceased upon the death of the
mujtahidun - the early Muslim founders
of legal schools authorized to pass
judgements binding on Muslims.
There is as well a general belief
among Sunnis that the right of _.gtihiid
in Islam [finding a solution to legal
problems from first principles] no longer
exists. 6 Protagonists of this view see
Shari'a as set in concrete, and oppose all
change. What is required of the believer
is takli'd or unquestioning acceptance 'of
the decision of the approved schools.
History teaches us that attempts by
non-Muslims to dialogue with Muslims
without [I] recognizing the all-pervasive
political nature of Islamic Shari'a., and
without [2] identifying beforehand
which constitutive elements of Islam are
non-negotiable are, it seems to me - and
it must also seem thus to all Muslims
who are alert - a sign of weakness, and
doomed to fail.
Also doomed to fail are attempts by
non-Muslim societies to avoid provoking
radical Islamists by caving in to them.
Compromise will lead inevitably to
furth er demands. And if these be not
met, then intimidation and violence will
result.
What is needed is encouragement
by Western democracies of open, frank,
across the board and non-intimidatory
debate by Muslims on controverted
politico-religious elements within the
Shari'a. This would be a conditio sine
qua no,:z for Muslims who wish to do so
to be able to assimilate into a genuinely
civil society where disputes are settled
by intellectual debate and the ballot
box, and not by resorting to violence.
The Archbishop's talk, Civil and
Religious Law in England: a Religious
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Ramadan's Western Muslims and the
Future efIslam, a book the Archbishop
described as 'groundbreaking'.
Dr Williams is in dubious company.
Tariq Ramadan, grandson of the
founder of the Muslim Brothers and of
the modem Islamist movement, has also
been praised as 'the future of Islam'
by Hassan al Turabi the controversial
Sudanese Islamist. 7 For almost four
decades al Turabi - a friend of Usama
bin Laden and Abu Nidal - has
dominated and had a malign influence
on Sudanese Islamism.

The West and the non-Islamic
world generally are not well served
by politicians, bureaucrats, media
and non-Islamic religious spokesmen
whose ignorance would condemn us
all, non-Muslims and Muslims alike,
to a grim future. Others who know
recognize that so-called pure Islamism,
with its 'divinely sanctioned violence' as
a means of bringing about God's reign
on earth, is 'theoretically bankrupt, and
politically impossible~ 8
1.

2.
3.

Shari'a and

4,

Violence

5,

W HEN

YOU

MEET

unbelievers fl,,..,>iS ~I].
behead them [ ..,..UJI a.,.;-~ ]
until you have made much
slaughter
amongst
them
[~.,~ •~1]. The,n shackle
them with tight reuer.s. After
that it wiH be time either for
benevolence or the payment of

6.

7.

ransom.
- Qut'an. Sura 47'
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8.

Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam H.A.R.Cibb and
J.H.Kramers, eds., Leiden, E.J.Brill, 1974, 'Shari'a;
p.525.
ibid.
Chase F. Robinson, Islamic Historiography, Cambridge
University Press, 2003, p.128
lslamism a.nd l<r Enemies in the Horn of Afaca, Alex de
Waal ed., Shama Books, Addis Ababa, 2004, p.24
Though the Wahhahis, loosely identified with puritan
Hanbalis [Ihn Hanbal died 855 AD), theoretically
accept only ljma' from the time of the Ashiib or
'Companions• i.e the first generation of Muslims.
By around 900 AD the 'Cate of Ijtihiid' had been
closed because it was held that all essential questions
had been discussed and there was no one with the
necessary qualifications for independent reasoning in
law. See J. Schach~ 'Idjtihiid,' Encyclopaedia of Islam
[Electronic ed.).
• . _. although Turabi speaks of persuasion., perseverance and other peaceful means to propagate Islam,
he does not rule out force, as is implicit in his statement that if peaceful means fail, "you storm through
using other means until you reach the people:• Mahmood Ibrahim, reviewing The Mal..ing Ofhi Islamic
/tJliti,cal Leo,kr, Conuersalions Wu/, Ha.;sa,, Al-'Jw-abi, by
Mohamed Elhacrni Hamdi., Boulder, CO., 1998;"in
Al-Jadid, voL4, No.25, Fall, 1998.
lslamism and Its Enemies in the Horn of Africa ed.cit.,
p.22.

LEARNING FROM THE PAST

Renewed Interest in Pasteur's work on Avian Flu

LOUIS PASTEUR
By Claude lligney
OUIS PASTEUR
was described by
Sir William Osler,
the world-famous
physician and medical
educator, as 'The most
perfect man who
ever entered the Kingdom of Science'.
Pasteur was born in France in 1822
and his discovery and development of
vaccines for the treatment of devastating
diseases such as rabies and anthrax,
represent only a fraction of his scientific
and humanitarian work.
Louis Pasteur was a patriot who
spoke of his beloved France as 'the
Fatherland'. He was also a man of faith.
His son-in-law and biographer Rene
Vallery-Radot described him as 'having
absolute faith in God and eternity, and
a conviction that the power for good
given us in this world will be continued
beyond it:
Pasteur enjoyed reading of St
Vmcent de Paul's life and work. Pasteur ·
'loved this son of poor peasants, who
established lay and religious alliance
over the vast domain of charity'. In
describing Pasteur's dying, ValleryRadot wrote: 'One of his hands rested
in that of Mme. Pasteur, the other held
a crucifix'.
Anthrax was a disease that had
decimated farm populations of
sheep, cattle and horses for centuries.
However, it was well known that
hens were ordinarily resistant to this
infection. Consequently Pasteur and
his colleagues, during their research,
speculated that this 'singular and
hitherto mysterious preservation [of
hens against anthrax infection] might
have its c:;ause in the temperature of a
hen's body, higher by several degrees
than the temperature of the body of all
the animal species'. While other warmblooded animals, including sheep,
cattle, horses, and of course humans,
experience a normal body temperature

of 37 degrees Celsius, hens and other
adult birds such as ducks and geese,
have a normal body temperature of 42
degrees Celsius.
In a series of well-documented
and elegant experiments conducted in
his laboratory in the Rue d'Ulm and
the French Academy of Sciences in
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Paris in 1878, Pasteur incontrovertibly
established that domestic hens did not
contract anthrax, even when injected
with the disease, because of their
normal body temperature being five
degrees higher than that of other warmblooded animals.
It is accepted that migratory birds
such as wild ducks and geese, infect
the farm populations of their domestic
cousins with the HSNl virus (avian
influenza). While the HSNl virus
cau·ses devastation once it enters a flock
of domestic birds, infection of human
beings with the virus is less common
despite close human contact sometimes
occurring with the infected birds.
It is now hypothesized that birdto-human
or
human-to-human
infection can only take place when the
human subjects are experiencing raised
temperatures due to pre-existing infect£on,
such as influenza A or B.
Influenza usually begins abruptly
with a temperature that can quickly rise
above 41 degrees Celsius, suggesting
that such unusually high temperatures
may establish the bodily condition in
a human being, as it may do in bird
species, needed for the avian flu virus
to infect.
If this hypothesis is proved to be
correct, then the danger to humans
from avian influenza is greatest when an
individual who is already experiencing
a very high temperature due to a
pre-existing illness, comes into close
contact with infected birds or humans.
In summary it may be surmised that
the normal but exceptionally high body
temperature of wild and domestic birds,
which protects them against the anthrax
disease, is the very condition that makes
them susceptible to the avian HSNl
VITUS.

is a clinical pharmacist who operated
a community pharmacy in Balmain for many years.
He has maintained a lifelong interest in the life and
work of Louis Pasteur.
CLAUDE RIGNEY
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GLOBAL WARMING

51 small degree

efglobal warming would have seemed most welcome)

TEMPTING PROVIDENCE
By GILES
ITH IN
the
green-tinged
environmentalist
• world, at least, to
be a climate change
sceptic is regarded
now as heresy of a
particularly odious kind which makes
even so great a sin as cutting down
a gum tree appear merely venial by
comparison.
To be a religious sceptic, on .the
other hand, is increasingly seen today
as somehow admirable: the triumph,
if you will, of irrefutable empirical
evidence over outmoded superstition.
These particular thoughts were
prompted by my drawing the bedroom
curtains this morning and noticing that
it was raining extremely hard for what
seems like the umpteenth day and
umpteenth week in succession.
Realising that the rain which has
saturated my garden in the upper
Blue Mountains so regularly of
late is claimed hardly ever to fall
at Warragamba Dam - a mere 40
kms away - does little to alleviate
my sceptical mood so I turn to
today's newspaper. While I am
being bombarded with rain, hail,
thunderstorms and unseasonably
low temperatures, I check to see
how things are going for the rest of
our threatened planet this wet, late
November morning.
To do this I turn to The Australian :r
excellent page devoted to national
and world weather where I notice
that of 106 alphabetically-listed world
destinations - Algiers to Zurich only 9 are currently enjoying weather
described as 'fine' while some 4 times
that number are enjoying rain, storms
or drizzle.
What does such evidence prove?
Regrettably I have no direct
line to best-selling science writer
and Australian of the Year Tim

AUTY

Flannery whose The Weather Makers
encompassed apocalyptic visions which
include "a grassy Antarctic, a new
Sahara and great, galloping glaciers':
Yet some 25 years ago, those whose
memories extend thus far and who
were living in Britain may recall a piece
run by a highly reputable newspaper
which threatened us Brits with an
imminent Ice Age.
The article in question carried the
arresting headline Wolves in Westminster
- as a former journalist I remember
this well - and was illustrated by
rather a fetching drawing of hungry
wolves wandering around areas more
habitually perambulated by overfed
British parliamentarians. Evidence for
that story was also based apparently on
that most elusive or elastic of notions 'scientific fact'.
Global warming promises to be
much bigger business, of course,
than global cooling was back then especially for those living in a country
which is often uncomfortably hot such
as Australia. For all the years I lived

in England, a small degree of global
warming would have seemed most
welcome.
Thi s was one of the points made
on a recent visit to New Zealand by
Nigel Lawson, former Chancellor
of the Exchequer in Britain and
editor of the weekly for which I once
wrote regularly myself, The Spectator.
As he pointed out, the human race
already copes very well with climatic
variations which range from mean
annual temperatures of 3 degrees C in
Helsinki to 27 degrees C in Singapore.
Since Mr. Lawson successfully
oversaw the reduction of inflation in
Britain from 1979's horrific 23 per cent
to something in low single figures it
can be assumed he has quite a good
grasp of the meaning of numbers.
How rare statistically are current
levels of rainfall in the upper Blue
Mountains?
Lacking the relevant statistics I can
only recall that when I first lived here 8
or 9 years ago, rain fell on an unusually
high number of successive weekends.
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DONATIONS RECEIVED
FROM 10/10/07 - 16/11/07
Our sincerest thanks to the many subscribers to
Annals Australia, who very generously send a small donation
along with their annual renewal - this assists in defraying the
heavy costs incurred in producing our magazine.
- Editor, Annals

2500 MISS A CURTIS
I rememb er this because the erudite
house painter we were employing
was unable to work o utdoors for a
frustratingly protracted period. The
late Jacques Derrida addressed a
sell-out audience at Sydney Town Hall
at about this time and I recall asking
the painter how much Derrida he had
read.
His answer was "about 120 pages".
When I complimented him on this
feat he was quick to dismiss it.
"I read the same 3 pages 40 times
trying to extract some intelligible
meaning."
Perhaps now is an apt moment to
remember how unquestioning many
were once about the supposed social
insights offered us by a process known
as 'deconstruction'.
Being sceptical about such benefits
turned many into academic pariahs.
Every instinct in my body tells me
that many of the apparent 'facts' of
climate change remain open to question
and that a regrettably large section of
the human race is undergoing one of
its periodic fits of collective hysteria.
Just one of the reasons for the
latter is that any evidence that can be
adduced tha t we are destroying our
planet conveniently deflects attention
from the myriad ways in which we are
destroying ourselves.
In moments of optimism I like to
believe that an all-se eing God must
inevitably enjoy His moments of
humour.
Could it be that the more
desalination plants we order the more
it will rain?
GILES AIITY was born in the UK and trained
privately as a painter. He worked professionally as
an artist for 20 years. Publication of his The Art of
Seif Deception sWllilg his career towards criticism.
He was art critic for The Spectator from 1984 to
1995 when he became national correspon dent
for 7"e .Australian.
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$17.00
$30.00
$17.00
$7.00
$17.00
$4.00
$7.00
$4.00
$10.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$24.00

2786 MRS ELISABETH MARIA
BERTOLET
.,
$4.00
$17.00
2040 MS CAROLINE BARROW
$4.00
4066 MRS CECILE ROBERTS
$17.00
2800 MR & MRS P MARTIN
$7.00
3103 MISS GWHITING
2577 MRS M HAMMOND
$19.00
2046 MRS EOMMUNDSON
$4.00
$7.00
2045 MR R MONAGHAN
$134.00
2579 MR DAVID BRUGGEMAN
$17.00
4215 MOIRA BLAU
$7.00
1230 MISS ESTEPHENS
3194 MRS DAPHNE HENNELLY
$50.00
$4.25
2794 LAURIE UPTON
2216 TERESE MACKENZIE
$7.00
2282 MR J L DORAN
$4.00
2035 MR GEORGE M ALLEN
$33.00
2141 MRS J ROCKLIFF
$17.00
2484 MR & MRS DGGUINEA
$7.00
2899 ST PHILIP HOWARD
CATHOLIC CHURCH
$26.40
2260 HJ REDMOND
$34.00
2230 MR J W DOCKING
$26.00
4070 MR BARRIE DERHAM
$100.00
2154 MR A J FALZON
$17.00
2034 MRS JOSEPHINE FINEGAN
$37.00
2611 DR A GANENDRAN
$100.00
6162 ROBERT POTTS
$17.00
2162 MRS BE MANNING
$4.00
2035 MRS LORNA MCNAMARA
$20.00
3088 JANINE WIITTN
$33.00
6010 MARIA D'ORSOGNA
$33.00
2346 MR J JONES
$34.00
2534 TIM SHORT
$34.00
2134 FR BRIAN O'DWYER
$26.00
2216 MARKTOUMA
$7.00
3556 TW & EM McDERMOTT
$67.00
4814 JOHN & GERALDINE O'BRIEN $30.00
3342 MR ANTHONY CAPPELLO
$17.00
4566 MR ROBERT LEACH
$7.00
3073 MR JOHN SMYTH
$7.00
4075 CECELIA REID
$17.00
2137 MRS M CAHILL
$12.00
7015 MRS J HAYES
$20.00
5008 MR & MRS S J GAZZOLA
$100.00
2290 MR GFHOPPE
$34.00
2793 MR D SOUTHAN
$17.00
2018 MISS M MCLOUGHLIN
$17.00
2602 MRS R.A.WILEY
$14.00
2144 MR GJ HALL
$7.00
2170 MR GH NOVAK
$59.00
TOTAL:

Please assist us by introducing Annals to relatives and friends.
We need your support and we need new subscribers.
Annals has the answer! Try it.
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A dear-sighted and sober memoir

STORY OF A GERMAN
By SIMON LEYS
HE horrors of the Nazi regime have long been fully
documented: the criminals have been defeated and
sentence d; the victims, survivors, witnesses have
spoken; the historians have gathered evidence and
passed judgement. Full light has been cast upon this
entire era. The records fill entire libraries.

In all this huge literature, however, I wish to single out one small
book, extraordinary because of its very ordinariness: the pre-war
memoir of a young Berliner, Raimund Pretzel; who chose to leave
his country in 1938 on purely moral grounds. Written under the pen
name of Sebastian Haffner, it carries a fittingly modest and una.ssoming
title: Geschichte eines Deutschen (Story of a German), which was badly
translated for the English edition as Defying Hitler. It was published
posthumously only a few years ago by the author's son, who discovered
the manuscript in his father's papers.
TI1e author was a well-educated young man; the son of a magistrate,
he himself was entering that same career; his future prospects were
secure; he loved his friends, his city, his culture, his language. Yet, lik.e
all his compatriots, he witnessed Hitler's ascent. He had no privileged
information; simply, like any other intellectual, he read the newspapers,
followed the news, discussed current affairs with friends and colleagues.
He clearly felt that, together with the rest of the country, he was being
progressively sucked into a poisonous swamp. To ensure a reasonably
smooth and trouble-free existence, small compromises were constantly
required - nothing difficult nor particularly dramatic; everyone else,
to a various extent, was similarly involved. Yet the sum total of these
fairly banal, daily surrenders eroded the integrity of each individual.
Haffner himself was never forced into participating in any extreme
situation, was never confronted with atrocities, n ever personally
witnessed dramatic events or political crimes. Simply, he found himself
softly enveloped into the all-pervasive moral degradation of an entire
society. Experiencing nothing more than what all his compatriots were
experiencing, he faced the inescapable truth. Since he was lucky enough
to have no family responsibilities, he was free to abandon his beloved
surroundings and to forsake the chance of a brilliant career: he went
into voluntary exile, first to France and then England - to save hi.s soul
His short (unfinished), clear-sighted and sober memoir raises one
terrifying question: all that Haffner knew at the time, many millions of
people around him knew equally well. Why was there only one Haffner?
- Simon Leys, 'Lies that Tell the 'fruth; The Montl,ly, November 2007. Simon Leys's books
include Chinese Shadows, The Death ofNapoleon, a new translation of The Analects of Confocius,
and most recently Other Pwple~ Thoughts [Black Inc.]
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CATHOLIC CULTURE

Interview with Monsignor Henryk Micek

MISSIONARIES AND MIRACLES
By Wanda Skowronska
ONSIGNOR
MICEK, currently
• parish priest of Si:
Patrick's Kogarah,
spent nearly 20
• years in Papua
New Guinea as a
missionary. He was given the title of
Monsignor shortly before Pope John
Paul II died. He was interviewed by
Wanda Skowronska on the fifteenth of
March last year and recalled some of his
experiences, past and present.
Where did you train as a priest?
I attended the diocesan seminary in
Gniezno in Poland and then completed
a course at the Pontifical Academy of
Theology in Poznan [in western Poland]
in 1980 specialising in 'Religious
Anthropology'. You might be surprised
to learn that Gniezno, where the Polish
King Mieszko I converted the country to
Catholicism in 966, holds documentary
evidence of the activity of Irish_
missionaries there for nearly 200 years
prior to Poland's conversion. Saints Cyril
and Methodius were active in southern
Poland and the Irish missionaries in the
north where I come from. Not long ago,
I actually took Mike Willesee and Ron
Tesoreiro from Australia to Gniezno and
showed them documents which amazed
them. So you know, I feel a special
connection with the Irish and perhaps
Poland owes much of its conversion to
them.
After ordination, I worked in
Gniezno for 7 years as a chaplain to
the youth there and to the Farmers'
Solidarity group. At that time, a request
for missionaries was made by the Polish
bishops. They asked for one priest from
each diocese. I volunteered and went to
the training centre for missionaries in
Warsaw, where all missionary priests go
before leaving Poland.
Where was yourfirst posting?
I went to Papua New Guinea in 1987
to Cimbu province in the Kundiawa

diocese working for Bishop William
Kurtz who was an SVD (Divine Word
Missionary). I worked there for 10 years
in various parishes - in the Highlands in
Cimbu province - in Naragayma, Delago
and Nonderi in south Cimbu and in
the Gembok district where my mission
patrol involved 5 churches, 183 villages
and 20,000 people.

weeks to walk there through the jungle.
Once, when I was driving with some
catechists on a poor road on the side
of a mountain, the Suzuki 4 WD got
stuck in some soft mud and we were
dangerously perched over a ledge at an
angle of 30 degrees. Only centimetres
away to one side was a sheer drop
of 50-60 metres down to a river. The
What were some of the difficulties of catechists were terrified and I asked
them to go and cut down some wood
work there?
There were constant problems. I had that would help rebalance the car - as
to work in a situation where Protestant I single handedly held the car in place
denominations were making inroads at the edge of the cliff and stopped it
on the Catholic population, with strong from slipping away. The catechists
financial support. You live constantly in had been gone a long time and then I
danger of harm from snakes, scorpions, noticed them watching - terror stricken
reptiles and malaria - not to mention - from a distance, hiding behind some
the tribal wars, witchcraft and sanguma trees. I expect they thought I was going
[PNC occult beliefs]. The roads were so to die. I had to tell them that 'If I die
dangerous around Nonederi - almost you will never have peace from me - I
every trip was full of drama. To get to will pursue you - you have to get the
my parish I had to go about 75 kms wooden posts and help me'. This new
from Kundiawa and then I had to go 8 fear of pursuit after my death overrode
hours on foot through mountain ranges. the previous terror at our situation and
I had to climb to 2,650 metres and they got the posts quickly and we were
descend to 1,450 metres. Some of the able get out of the mud and proceed
parishes were so far away that it took 2 with the journey
What was the most memorable parts o/
your work there?
I had many different kinds of
experiences. The people were so
friendly and helpful that I felt truly part
of the community there. When I got
sick, people would cry, pray the rosary
and ask for a miracle. You felt their
prayer was very powerful - it was fresh
without scepticism - they were totally
involved in calling on spiritual powers.
But there is also a Satanic side to this
- when people want revenge on their
enemies, some will revert to the shaman
- the 'smukman' and ask him to destroy
the person who has upset them. I always
asked them to worship the Father, the
Creator of life, but some could not
totally forget 'Kale', the god of death.
However, I witnessed some beautiful
healings.
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Would gou tell us about some of the
healings?
On one occasion some people in a
village sent for me as a young girl had
died a day ago. The father was already
chopping down a tree to make her
coffin. Her mother was crying and the
girl lay cold on the clay. The catechists
said that she was dead and all I could
think of was the part of the gospel
where Christ said to the young girl
'Talitha kum'. In th e midst of all the
crying I said "Stop it - forget about the
funeral, let's pray'. These words actually
came out of my mouth before I knew I
had said them. I then added 'Let's pray
a d ecade of the rosary' to which the
people replied 'why only one decade?'
So we prayed one Hail Mary after
another and when we finished we just
stood looking at the cold body before
us. Then I prayed ' Oh God I know I
am a sinner and not perfect. You sent
me here to the end of the world - you
are the only one who can help this girl
- please do something!' Then I turned
to the people and said 'You have to
continue saying the rosary'. I returned
to my little parish house, about 40
minutes walk away, to say Mass. I asked
the eleven people in the chapel to pray
for the girl during Mass. During the
offertory, I started to hear a commotion
outside, which got louder and louder.
Suddenly who should burst through
the entrance of the chapel but the girl
who we all thought was dead! I stood
stunned and she said with a smile
'Father I want to thank you for life'
but I replied with a quiver in my voice
'Go to the tabernacle and thank Him' which she did. I proceeded to say Mass
and she went to Holy Communion. I
had goosebumps all over me, I can tell
you. After Mass we all said a rosary the whole rosary this time and in fact
prayed for hours, until midnight
On another occasion, a woman about
to have a child started to lose a lot of
blood. Her husband came and asked
me to help her. I told him to go to the
Gore tribe, where the girl I mentioned
previously was healed - and asked them
to pray one decade of the rosary. 'All
will be all right' I said, again without
knowing why I said it. He went to the
village and then after one hour, this
same Francis came running to me and
said 'It's a boy' praising the 'tenpela Ave
Maria' [the ten Hail Maries]
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How didgou come to be in Australia?
After 10 years in Cimbu I moved to
Madang to the Divine Word University
[on the north coast of PNG] where
I taught in the Religion Department.
I wanted to continue my studies in
religious anthropology- at the time the
University said they would pay for my
doctoral studies back in Australia but then they changed their minds as
they said they needed me there due to
a shortage of staff. I had already made
contact with Professor 'Iromf of Sydney
University in the Religious Studies
Department and am still in touch with
him about the material I collected
during my time there.
In Cimbu there was a severe malaria
epidemic in 1995, in which people,
especially those aged 25-40 were
dropping like flies and dying after 3-4
days. This malaria strain had strange
characteristics and was resistant to
quinine and chloroquin. Over 200
people died in a very short time.
A UN team came and spread a
toxin to kill the mosquitoes but in fact,
I suspect these mosquitoes migrated
across the mountains to -my parish. In
1996, during Lent after I had visited all
the elderly people who could not make
it to any Mass, I started to feel dizzy. I
took some chloroqin but it did not help.
I knew this was probably malaria and
I went to Womatne, the main station
where I was living, and took a 'heavier
than usual' dose of chloroquin - about
6 tablets, as I was feeling very weak. I
remember eating something and asking
not to be disturbed by the housekeeper
ANNALS AUSTRALASIA 10 MARCH 2008

and I locked the door to my room and
fell onto the bed.
After several days the headmaster
from the Kundiawa International
School came to give an inservice that
had been organised some time ago at
my school. He saw my car and asked
the housekeeper where I was. She said
I had asked 'not to be disturbed' 3 days
ago. He found an old key, opened my
bedroom door and saw me lying on
my back, semi-conscious. He tried to
change my clothes asking me where
my trousers were to which I apparently
replied 'They're too big, they won't fit
you.' I cannot remember anything after
that. I was told that a radio message
was sent out and people carried me to
Kundiawa on a stretcher over terrain
ravaged by two landslides. Then an
ambulance took me to Kundiawa
hospital and I was in a coma for 3
weeks. What had happened was that
on top of a severe strain of malaria I
had also damaged my liver in taking
the high dose of chloroquin - so much
so that I was not expected to live. The
priest/ doctor treating me Fr Janusz
Jaworski, said that in one liver test, a
reading above 40 meant danger. I had
a reading of 787 on that scale - and
people usually died after reaching 150!
My blood pressure had been 60/40.
Bishop Kurtz was told there was no
chance of my surviving and prepared
for my funeral and Brother Stanisalus
ordered a coffin for me. Meanwhile one
of the nurses, despite all, organise.oa a
medical evacuation to Cairns as a lastditch attempt to save my life.

While I was unconscious, I had a
dream that a lady in white called Agnes,
from my village in Poland, came to
my side and prayed the rosary. After
this peaceful dream I was 'aware' of
something crawling on my lips. In fact
I was starting to wake up but the rest
of my body felt cold as ice, though I
could sense something on my lips. Then
as I woke up a wave of hot air seemed
to come from my head down the rest of
my body. When I came to, I felt intense
pain in my arm so I took the drip out.
A nurse who came in was shocked
to see me moving and said 'We thought
you were dying'. I think she was a
bit annoyed at having to cancel the
evacuation! She told me to put the drip
in 'for the electrolytes: but the drip was
so painful - I asked if there were some
way of avoiding it. She told Bishop
Kurtz of my improvement who told her
not to get her hopes up - that people
with liver disease often feel well shortly
before their deaths(!!).
Doctor/Father Janusz came in to see
me and I told him about my dream. He
suddenly told the nurse not to bother
with the drip. He said 'In my 35 year
medical career, I have never seen such
a recovery - people usually die long
before this. It is, in my view, a miracle'.
After that I slept normally and got up
at 5.30 am, made it to the bathroom
and then had breakfast. I could read

and pray the breviary. However, I was
still very weak and could not stand for
long at Mass - not even for the Gospel.
However, I was surprised by a visit
from villagers near Kundiawa who had
collected money for me - 500 kina - by
pushing a wheelbarrow from village to
village. I was very moved as this was a
lot of money for them - many times the
average bride price, with which large
amounts of money are compared there.
Despite my recovery from major
malaria symptoms, I was susceptible to
other illnesses. The climate was such
that I was not able to continue to work
in PNG and so I was sent to Sydney.
Once in the cooler climate, my health
improved and so here I am.

that more and more people are coming
not only to that Mass but to the other
regular Masses as well.
I have invited parents to come along
to meetings with their children and
the result is that I now have 26 altar
servers. I explain the language and
symbolism of the liturgy to them. I tell
them how lucky they are to be near the
altar. Now they have a desire to come
and apparently have asked their parents
'when are we next going to church?' This
is a clear evidence to me, that a good
spirit dwells in the heart of people here
in Australia and needs encouraging. I
went to the primary school and told
them I was responsible for the Catholic
faith being taught there and said that we
-what are your impressions efparish life had the duty of loyalty to our faith, not
only because of the faith itself but also
in Australia?
because
we are employed by the Catholic
There are some very dedicated
church.
There
were no arguments. I think
people here in the parish. But some have
there
is
no
need
to attract children to the
been overwhelmed and confused by the
times and by the effects of modernism. faith with entertainment. We need only
I can see that Cardinal Pell is working present them with the truth about Jesus
hard to restore a genuine spirituality and the fact that the church is a place
to the church. In my parish at Kogarah of reverence, a holy mountain of prayer.
I have scheduled an extra Mass on We need to teach children the difference
Sunday evenings apart from the other between the symbolic presence of God
three regular Masses. This was due to in the community and the real physical
the fact that many people come to visit presence in Holy Communion.
It is important to remember that
sick relations in St George Hospital,
located next to the church, and find it nothing in the past was replaced by
easier to pop in afterwards to St Pat's anything new. As a missionary I am
for Mass. I have found, to my surprise, aware that there are many necessary
adaptations by the church to particular
.: .~~· . .'~' ,·
situations
but the faith remains the
.;/ ..
same. We can keep both the Latin Mass
,: ~--.
1
and ones with guitars. I have heard
that some Australians complain 'Why
do we have to be tied to Rome?' The
~:
answer is simple - apostolic succession;
avid From describes my work as study _of _lslam; wher:ea~ 'Nii
we do not represent our own point of
research~into a neglected and specific domain involving islamic
view but are co-workers with bishops
theology,Jurispmdence and history in relation to non-Muslims.:Wittiiri thii
and the Pope. But I realise some still do
particular field, fonly examined the Jewisf:t~ncfGnrJst i~h aspect; nott~at
not get it. The church is not in crisis of the ZoroastriaflS andoth.e t feJig,iousdem)mJf.tatfoh~tus··tllier~fo:renot-the church is perfect, the mystical body
an assessmentof Islam iri general. Even:mor~;
ofmy;#r,1tirt~1is
of Christ - but there is a crisis within
there the implicatiordhat lslam must disappearfOr th,e -i:~~,Qfpeace,
people who have narrow minds who
Maybe Frum, has hfdden .his own thought, which .,:Js,not, :ln:trj:e,. i.e:ast,
cannot accept the extraordinary realities
very origihal. lthangsontheusual love paradigm ofjhterfa.ilhdla-lqgQe,
the church possesses. We as priests
dhimmi-biased vision, and subven:tion qt.:1?HjlPQf of dqJfars, 'while waiting
have to remember we are not selling
with humble timidity for .a .poweriuf Musfjm:maJ§t:i,t){to r,eititerpret the Koran ·
a service - we are mediators leading
as a book of universallove and,peace.l po ribtobJ~tttri .thiit, except that
people to be in communion with God.
meanwhile, Muslim reforme(s even.in E;urope tnds'fhfdi,i:\o '~ive theirJives:
What a magnificent task.
while terrorism claims countless.fr1nocenJ. vfotiqtsihrtfa(n,b'~ftrt~-~.fo9~, and
tomorrow we mightbe facing· a ;global nudearjll1~di. .:~. ~,,: ··}:;'h Ace ;\;,
WANDA SK0WR0NSKA is a registered psychologist
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who works as a counsellor in inner city schools
in Sydney. She has done voluntary work for
the Catholic pro-life organisation Human Life
International. She is a regular contributor to
Annals.

MORALITY AND THE LAW

The Greens enter the Murkg "Waters ifAssisted Suicide

EUTHANASIA LAW
By Brian Pollard
ENATOR BOB BROWN
introduced into the
Federal parliament on
14 February 2008 a
Bill intended to reverse
the effect of the Kevin
Andrews Euthanasia
Laws Act 1997. That Act had cancelled
the effect of the Northern Territory
Rights of the Terminally Ill Act 1995
(ROTI), which had allowed legalised
voluntary euthanasia there. But since
the ROTI had been suspended, not
repealed, the first and immediate effect
of Brown's initiative, which he intends,
will be to see euthanasia permitted
again, without the need to debate the
matter further in parliament when new
evidence could have been canvassed.
Although the outcome of Brown's
action lies in the future, it presents an
opportunity to re-examine some of the
factors that enable an observer to judge

...:a---~•

extent that a law relies on subjectivity, it
would be unjust and open to abuse. Yet
with euthanasia, the view that another
Criminal law
person's life had lost such value that it
be taken on request would always
may
A euthanasia law would form part
be dependent on the observer's personal
of the criminal code whose statutes are
values. There are no objective criteria
intended to provide justice, equally for
whereby every observer could form that
every citizen, but particularly for the
same view in given circumstances.
vulnerable. Consent is not to be accepted
Similarly, the principle of equality
as a defence for violations. Codes differ
in criminal law would not simply be
in detail throughout the world, but
altered but overturned by euthanasia
universally they concern acts that are
law which denies a group of innocent
held to be wrong and so, violations are
persons the protection guaranteed for
not wrong because they are illegal all others. In this context, an innocent
they are illegal because they are wrong. person is one who poses no threat to
Code principles may be ignored, and others. As for the disallowance of a plea
the resultant law may be valid, but it is of innocence because the victim agreed, this
unlikely that it would b e safe or effective plea would be implicit in every instance
in achieving its particular pmpose.
of voluntary euthanasia.
Justice cannot b e allowed to rest on
The valu e placed by law on every
personal opinions which are unable to innocent human life is such that its
be settled by objective argument. To the intentional d estruction is the greatest
crime. Law takes it for granted that
every innocent person has a right to the
integrity of his/her life: that is, a right
not to be killed.
the ways in which any particular draft
euthanasia law is unsafe.

Human rights
While human rights are commonly
invoked in the euthanasia debate by
its supporters, it is uncommon to find
among them any reference to the right
to the integrity of one' s life. Reason
would suggest that, in a society where
life was highly valued, it would be the
first right to be considered. This right
is well articulated in the United Nations'
Universal Declaration efHuman Rights
1948, to which Australia is a signatory.
This declares that the right of every
person to the integrity of his/her life is
equal, inherent, inviolable, inalienable
and d eserves to be protected by law.
Thus, its integrity is not to be made
dependent on its quality at a particular
time. There are to be no exceptions ahd
the right may neither be given away nor
taken away.
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Euthanasia supporters base their
advocacy on claims to a right to die, a
right to respect for their autonomy, and
a right to privacy.
A right to die, understood as a group
of rights - a right to ask another person
to end one's life, a right for that person
to agree and a right to have both those
acts protected by law - is not found
in any declaration of human rights, or
any code of law, ethics or religion. This
glib wording sounds wholesome but is
toxic, since none of the implied rights
has any validity at all. Dying patients do
have rights, of course, namely the right
to be given the quality and kind of care
available to all the sick in that society,
and the right not to have their lives
unnecessarily prolonged, when it is in
their interest to be allowed to die. The
title of the ROTI is spurious.
Autonomy, for its part, must be
respected when its claims are made
within the limits set by the valid claims
of others. When it is regarded simply
as whatever a person may sincerely
and earnestly want [known as radical
autonomy] it becomes nearer to selfindulgence than self-determination, and
cannot command respect. The essence
of autonomy does not reside in the act
of choosing, but in what is chosen.
An act cannot claim the right to
privacy when it requires an unsafe
alteration to the criminal law.

Risk of abuse
Every one of the published reports of
the five government-initiated inquiries
into the consequences of legalising
euthanasia between 1994 and 1999
concluded that no euthanasia law could
be made safe. This was because, as they
demonstrated in the evidence provided,
it co uld never b e guaranteed that the
so-called safeguards could protect the
seriously ill who did not want their lives
taken. In practice, the laws don't work. It
does not seem to matter to the authors
of new euthanasia law drafts that every
part of the criminal law is at present
abused, sometimes comprehensively,
unrestrained by whatever wording may
be used. It continues to be naively
thought that the inclusion of 'should',
'must' or 'shall' will suffice to ensure
nothing but probity and adherence in
euthanasia providers.
Some of the common so-called
safeguards that would not ensure
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protection, will now be considered.
i. •Requiring more than one doctor to be
involved provides no protection, unless
th eir competence in terminal care be
certainly known, since two or ·m ore
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doctors who do not know best practice
in the circumstances are no better than
one. Also their professional relationship
would need to be known.
ii.
While the requirement of a
psychiatric conrultation is meant to detect
treatable emotional or mental illness, an
analysis of the short life of the Northern
Territory Rights of the Terminally Ill
Act, published after its suspension,
revealed that this provision failed to
protect certain patients, who received
euthanasia despite evidence of treatable
depression.
iii. Medical certifi.cates include opinion
as well as fact. A potent source of error
is the estimate of future length of life
which, even for experts, is often shown
by events to be quite inaccurate.
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ACROSS CLUES
1 and 4. Where one may view "The Book
of ;Kells" in Dublin, Ireland (7,7)
8. Communism (7)
10. Relating to (5)
11. Utterly defeating (9)
12. Carnivorous doglike animal of Africa (5)
13. Produce (5)
15. Constant or unchanging (9)
17. Sweats (9)
19. Implied; understood (5)
22 and 26. Tall biblical structure (5,2,5)
23. Roman Captain baptised by Peter
(Actsl0:1-48) (9)
25. Period of rule (5)
26. see 22 across
27. Premier oftbe Soviet Union (19641980) (7)
28. Make reparation for (7)
DOWN CLUES
1. Companion of Paul (Acts 17:14) (7)
2. Greek name for Troy (5)
3. Jewish "Day of Atonement" (3,6)
4. Alternative name for the Yangtze
River (5)
5. Crusading King, "Richard the .. ..:' ( 4-5)
6. Immoderate (7)
7. Tasteful in dress (7)
9. A river of Western Europe (5)

14.
16.
17.
18.
20.
21.
23.
24.

Leaving (9)
Lake for storing water (9)
Irish saint (7)
Offers of sums of money for return of
lost property (7)
To scale (5)
Vigorous fights (7)
A church edict (5)
Flowed backed; declined (5)
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iv. No way is known whereby coercion requirement written into law could
by others, including some of whom the ensure that this information may not
doctor may be totally unaware, may be be partial, biased, coercive or incorrect,
detected with certainty. In its subtle forms unless an expert observer was always
coercion may easily be concealed. As for present and records be kept of the
the doctor, his or her enormous power, discussion.
relative to that of the patient, can itself
vi. The requirements of time allowed
be a potent source of coercion, even for the patient to reflect on his/her decision
when this be not overtly intended or are variable, sometimes being shorter
recognised.
than those thought necessary to
v. The provision ifsuitable infarmation protect against aggressive door-to-door
to help patients give informed consent marketing. Rarely is counselling made
will generally be done in private. No mandatory.
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v11. It should not be supposed
that penalties for wrongful process will
guarantee consistently honourable
practice. The doctor will be the chief
actor, the sole survivor and the only
author of the report to the coroner.
viii. Making it a requirement to notify
the coroner, who will keep public records,
while not requiring the doctor to keep,
and make available for examination,
private records before, during and after
the event, puts the safeguards in the
wrong order.
Indeed, critical examination of draft
euthanasia bills shows that they would,
usually at several points, clearly fail
to protect every patient. On the other
hand they would always protect the doctor
against civil or criminal action, even when
he/she may have acted negligently.
The following comments refer to
sections of the ROTI, which was a
particularly bad law, though many
lawyers at the time described it as safe;
in fact, very safe. It has been said that
'there can be no euthanasia without
deceit; and it is rare to find deceit so
blatantly evident as it is in the ROTI.
ROTI states that death by euthanasia,
carried out as provided in this Bill, 'is
not homicide'. Homicide is defined
by the Concise Oxford Dictionary
as 'Killing of a human being; which
is undoubtedly what happens in
euthanasia.
ROTI also states that the death
'is taken to have been caused by the
patient's illness'. Since the illness was
obviously not the cause of death, but
was due to a lethal injection, deceit
is added to illogic, and presumably
the doctor will be allowed, if not
encouraged, to be deceitful also in
falsifying the death certificate. At
present, that is a separate criminal
offence with an appropriate penalty. The
reasons why these clauses are included
is that, without them, the Bill would
be vulnerable to legal attack. For the
purposes of this law, black is legally
white.
ROTI also provides for 'the
exemption from civil and criminal
liability of doctors who have carried out
euthanasia'.
In its ethical code for doctors, the
Australian Medical Association holds
that 'doctors should not be invoi,ved
in interventions that have as their
primary goal the ending of a person's

life'. The World Medical Association has
published two documents, that declare
that assisted suicide and euthanasia
are unethical for doctors. Unethical
means morally wrong. This Bill seeks to
encourage and then protect unethical
behaviour in the medical profession,
and does so without the profession's
consent or endorsement.
Every Australian State government
has established a Medical Board and
Medical Tribunal to regulate ethical
medical practice. Life-taking by
doctors is condemned by them all
and is a utomatic grounds for medical
deregistration.
What possible benefit could a
community expect from having unethical
doctors? This section is an affront to
good medical practice and public safety
and makes a mockery of alleged concern
for preventing abuse against the sickest
and weakest who are least able to resist
the powerful. It is a function of criminal
law to protect the weak, not the strong.

The greatest risk of all
Non-voluntary euthanasia [NVE]
describes an action - life-taking
without consent - that once would
have been universally condemned.
The natural response is to think that
anyone capable of such behaviour
must be evil to some extent and, since
most doctors are not like that, that they
would never do that. How then can it
happen that it is found to be common
in the Netherlands, where voluntary
euthanasia [VE] is legal? And it occurs
also in Australia and the United States,
where all euthanasia is illegal The
answer is simple but it contains a grave
warning.
The common thinking that underpins
euthanasia is that it provides a benefit
to those who are suffering and who
ask to be released by induced death.
When one has become accustomed
to providing euthanasia on this basis,
it can soon appear to some to be
discriminatory and illogical to withhold
that benefit from others who seem to
suffer as much, but who, for some
reason, cannot request it. Those who
make this subtle modification in their
attitude are not evil or hard-hearted according their own lights they are the
truly caring ones. While it is not likely
that NVE would ever be legalised, there
can be no doubt that the legalisation

In Praise of
Terrorists
£en if dynamite were to serve no other purpose than to call
forth the spirit of revolutionary solidarity and loyalty, it would
wqv~}ts great value. For this expression of solidarity and loyalty
and .o f complete defiance to the morality of the masters, in a time
of distressand defeat and death, is the most certain sjgn ofthat .
.·strength and courage which are the first essentials of victory. ·On
July 4th , three revolutionists, Caron, Berg ; and Hanson, were ·

killed by the explosion ofdynamite -:- sacrificed because of thE:lir

life

willingness .to risk their
fottheir convictions. Tttfs tragedy :
created a wonderful spirit of loyalty and solidarity among their
.. ~omrades. It ought to Have awakened the same spirit among
all those who advocate the overthrow of the present system - ·
at least among the agitators and leaders who urge direct and
revolutionary tacti~ against the master class.
.···

'

- Margaret Sanger, the much-praised socialist propagandist for birth control ,
abortion and Eugenics. p~aising three would-be terrorists who were blown up
bY. their owr1 bomb as they prepared fo assassinate John D. Rockefe.ller in July
= t914, See '" fragedy, ' 'The-WomanRebel, July 1914, p.33 quoted Dariiel J. Flynn,
. lnte/lectuat Morons: How ideology makes Smart People fall for Stupid Ideas, Crown
Forum New York, 2004, p.147:

of VE would open the door even
wider than at present to expanding
the practice of NVE, illegally. What has
become of the inviolability of human
life?
The usual drafts of euthanasia laws
in Australia r egularly contain most of
the so-called safeguards described
above, already known to be futile in
achieving their purpose. They give no
' 1· t is·•gener~lly ag r_eed that

lower forrns of life must

,,give,: place to higher •types
..; unless it cah be shown
that there is room en·ough
on earth · for both . savage
and civilized, the savage
must go.'_
.
-Robert A. Thorpe, 'A Defence of ·
Assas~ination ,', in The Woman Rebel,
July 1914; p.33. The Rebel was Eidited
bY Margaret Sanger, notorious for
promoting birth control, abortion and
terrorism . Quoted Daniel J: Flynn, .
Intellectual Morons: How ideology
. makes Smart People-fall for Stupid
Ideas, Crown Forum New York, 2004,
pp.147-148.
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indication that their authors have ever
read any of the published reports of the
comprehensive inquiries or anything in
the now extensive literature on the law
and euthanasia.
The topic of euthanasia waxes and
wanes in the media, but even when it
is not making headlines, it must never
be forgotten that the supporters of
legalised euthanasia never waver in
their resolve.
Th e ploy of Senator Brown is
particularly clever. He knows he may
achieve one of his long-standing wishes
in the easiest possible way, by bypassing
further debate, at a time when the
Federal parliament contains very few
members who have any inkling of what
a bad law the ROTI was. If he succeeds,
others will surely try to follow. At the
very least, we have been given an
unmistakable warning.
DR BRIAN PoLl.ARD (bpoll79@bigpond.net.eu) is a
retired anaesthetist/palliative care physician with
an interest in bio-ethics. Most of his professional
life was spent in private practice as a specialist
physician. H e was Director of Anaesthetics at
Concord Hospital NSW, and founding Director
of the Palliative Care Service there. References
available on request.

ISLAM

Heightening efintolerance and hatred ef Christians in Pakistan

CONVERT OR DIE
By John Newton and John Pontifex
AKISTAN'S leading
Catholic prelate has
called on the new
government to crack
down on extremists
after warning of a
rise in militant groups
which threaten to kill Christians if they
do not convert to Islam.
In a statement coinciding with last
week's presidential elections, Archbishop
Lawrence Saldanha of Lahore described
the growing "hatred and intolerance" of
groups who, he said, were contravening
Pakistan's constitution by trying to force
Christians to turn to Islam.
Archbishop Saldanha, President
of the Catholic Bishops' Conference
of Pakistan, highlighted the case of a
young Catholic father of four who was
kidnapped and threatened with death.
The kidnapping followed his
promotion to bank manager, which is
said to have sparked jealousy among his
colleagues.
·
During his captivity, last month, the
banker, whom the Archbishop calls
Haroon, was ordered to phone his wife
and tell her that he would b e killed if
she dared to inform the police.
Mr Haroon, from Narang, 30 miles
north of Lahore, in Pakistan's northeastern Punjab Province, only escaped
after his captors left him unguarded one
morning.
By then, he had been moved to a
number of different locations, finally
ending up in a farmhouse 300 miles from
Lahore in the south of the province.
His
kidnappers,
Jamaat-ulDawah, have been branded a terrorist
organisation by the UK, Pakistan and
other countries.
Stressing how religious freedom is
enshrined in Pakistan's constitution,
Archbishop Saldanha called on
the government to crack down on
extremism.
He wrote: "Haroon's story illustrates

Archbishop Lawrence Saldanha examines
the remains of a presbytery in Sangla Hill
destroyed during extremist violence.

a new trend that underlines the
difficulties and pressures of living in a
land where extremism is growing and
there is little tolerance for people who
are non-Muslims.
"Especially Christians who live
in r emote and isolated towns are
vulnerable. Here the level of hatred and
intolerance is even more intense.
"Fortunately Haroon is an educated
man and strong in his Catholic faith. He
was able to resist his attackers:'
The Archbishop described how after
his escape from captivity, Mr Haroon
managed to reach the main road and
take a bus to town where he fo und his
way to a Catholic mission station.
In the message, sent from his office
in Lahore, Archbishop Saldanha goes on
to describe the plight of Christian girls
who are abducted and forced to marry
Muslim boys and change their religion.
These events follow warnings
issued by Archbishop Saldanha last
May that Muslim extremists were now
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trying to force Christians to convert by
threatening violence.
In an interview with Aid to the
Church in Nee d, the Archbishop
highlighted a case in which about 500
Christians had received anonymous
letters warning of violent retribution if
mass conversion to Islam did not follow
within 10 days.
At the time, Archbishop Saldanha
said: "It distresses us that Christians are
threatened in an attempt to force them
to convert to Islam. This is something
that has never happened before:'
He added, "We Christians are
citizens, just like everyone else, and
wish to have the same rights."
Helping Christians in Pakistan is a
priority for Aid to the Church in Need
[ACN], where annually the charity
provides nearly £400,000 to support
key projects - seminarians, sisters,
catechists and religious education
literature (bibles and catechisms) in the
national tongue Urdu and provincial
languages.
After the violence unleashed
following the 2006 prophet Mohammed
cartoon controversy, ACN offered
support for repairs to churches and
other buildings which were firebombed.
The charity also helped increase
security at Christ the King Major
Seminary iri Karachi after they were
warned of a possible attack by Islamic
extremists.
Directly under the Holy Sec, Aid to the Church in
Need [ACNJ supports the faithful wherever they
are persecuted, oppressed or in pastoral need.
ACN is a Catholic charity - helping to bring Christ
to th e world thro ugh prayer, information and
action. It works in about 145 couotries throughout
the world. Since the initiative's launch in 1979,
45 million ACN Child's Bibles have been distributed
worldwide.
For more information and to assist in the work,
contact Phillip Collignon, Director, Ahl to
the Church in Need, Sydney, NSW Phone/ Fax
[02] 9679-1929.

CATHOLIC CULTURE

Felling the Sacred Oaks efEuropean Secularum

THE CHURCH AS CULTURE
By ROBERT LOUIS
OTHING is more
needful today than
11 the
survival of
• Christian culture ,
because in recent
generations this
culture has b ecome
dangerously thin. At this moment in
the Church's history it is less urgent
to convince the alternative culture in
which we live of the truth of Christ than
it is for the Church to tell itself its own
story and to nurture its own life, the
culture of the city of God, the Christian
republic.
Last spring on a trip to Erfurt, the
medieval university town in Germany
famous for its Augustinian cloister in
which Martin Luther was ordained to
the priesthood, I learned that only
20 per cent of its population today
professes adherence to Christianity. In
fact, when the topic of religion came up
in a conversation with a young woman
in a hotel lounge, and I asked her if she ·
was a member of a church., she replied
without hesitation: Ich bin Heide - "I am
a h eathen."
It is hardly surprising to discover
pagans in the heart of Western Europe
where Christianity once flourished:
a steep decline in the numb er of
Christians has been under way for
generations, even centuries. What
surprised me was the absence of
embarrassment in her use of the term
"heathen." She d id not say that she no
longer went to church or that ·she was
not a believer. For her, Christianity, no
doubt the religion of her grandparents
if not her parents, was simply not on the
horizon. I remembered that two days
earlier my train had stopped at Fulda,
where St. Boniface, th e apo stle to the
Germans, is buried. Boniface had gone
to Germany to convert th e heathen,
and in a spectacular and courageous
gesture he felled the sacred oak at
Geismar. The astonished onlookers soon

WILKEN

hearkened to Boniface's preaching and
r eceived baptism. It would seem that
if Christianity is ever to flourish again
in the land between the Rhine and the
Elbe, a new Boniface will have to appear
to fell the sacred oaks of European
secularism.
Yet what made an even deeper
impression on me in Europe was the
debate over the preface to the new
constitution of the European Union
[EU]. I was living in Italy at the time
and had b een following the discussion
in the Italian press. All the nations of
the EU are historically Christian, and
the very idea of Europe was the work of
Christian civilization. The Carolingians,
Christian kings, first brought together
the peoples west and the east of the
Rhine to form a political alliance, with
the blessing of the bishop of Rome.
The story of Europe is a spiritual drama
impelled by religiou s convictions, not
by geography, economics, or technology.
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Yet the framers of the EU constitution
refuse even to mention the name
of Christianity in its preface. While
readily acknowledging the inheritance
of pagan Greece and Rome, and even
the Enlightenment, Europe's politicalbureaucratic elites have chosen to
excise any mention of Christianity
from Europe's history. Not only have
th ey excluded Christianity from a role
in Europe's future; they have banished
it from Europe's past. One wonders
whether the new Europe, uprooted
from its Christian soil, will continue to
promote the spiritual values that have
made Western Civilization unique.
Talking to the young woman in Erfurt
and listening in on the debate about the
EU constitution I found myself musing
on the future of Christian culture. In
my lifetime we have witnessed · the
collapse of Christian civilization. At first
the process of disintegration was slow,
a gradual and persistent attrition, but
today it has moved into overdrive, and
what is more troubling, it has b ecome
d eliberate and intentional, not only
promoted by the cultured d espisers of
Christianity but often aided and abetted
by Christians themselves.
Take, for example, the calendar. I
am not thinking primarily of Santa
displacing the Christ child or the Easter
Bunny replacing the Resurrection ;
nor do I mean the transfer of festivals
that fall in midweek (e.g., Epiphany or
Pentecost or All Saints) to the nearest
Sunday. I mean the dramatic, wholesale
evacuation of Sunday as a holy day. At
eleven o'clock on Sunday morning at
Home Depot or Lowe's the lines of folks
with cans of paint, two-by-fours, and
joint cement stretch almost as far as they
do on a Saturday morning. The only
lingering difference between Sunday
and other days of the week is that the
malls open later and close earlier. The
churches, particularly the bishops of
the Catholic Church, were complicit in

the desacralization of Sunday as a holy
day when they introduced late Saturday
afternoon liturgies, called Vigil Masses.
The faithful can fulfil their obligation by
slipping into church for a half hour or
so on Saturday afternoon and then have
Sunday to themselves without the pesky
inconvenience of getting the family up
for Mass.
Of course, one might retort that in
the United States (unlike in Europe)
the churches are flourishing and the
number of Christians is growing. Yes,
there are many Christians in the U.S.,
but can we still claim to b e a Christian
society? If one uses any measure other
than individual adherence (what people
say if asked) or even church attendance,
it is undeniable that the influence of
Christianity on the life and mores of our
society is on the wane. And the decline
is likely to continue. Which leads to a
question: Can Christian faith - no
matter how enthusiastically proclaimed
by evangelists, how ably expounded by
theologians and philosophers, or how
cleverly ,translated into the patois of
the intellectual class by apologists - be
sustained for long without the support
of a nurturing Christian culture? By
culture, I do not mean high culture
(Bach ' s B-Minor Mass, Caravaggio' s
Th e Calling of St. Matthew) ; I mean
the "total harvest of thinking and
feelin_g;' to use T. S. Eliot's phrase the pattern of inherited meanings and
sensibilities encoded in rituals, law,
language, practices, and stories that can
order, inspire, and guide the behavior,
thoughts and affections of a Christian
people.
.
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When one understands culture
in this way, the classical distinction
b etween Christ and culture, popularized
in H. Richard Niebuhr's 1950s book
by that title, gives us little help. Some
have ob served, accurately in my view,
that one difficulty with his analysis is
that "culture" is really another term for
"world," the unredeemed territory in
which human beings live. For Niebuhr
the question is how the gospel, Christ,
can penetrate the world, culture, without
losing its distinctive character.
It seems to me, however, that
the deficiency with the Christ-andCulture scheme lies not in Ni ebuhr' s
understanding of culture but in his
view of Christ. For Niebuhr, Christ is a
theological idea, and most of his book
.

Re,l igi~n and Life
'" Ifreligion loses its holdo~ social life, it eventually loses its hold
. ·. ·i· on life altogether. And this is what has happened in the case of
l:<)'""'rfi.6'<:iern Europe. The new secularized civilization is not content to
~~~ ~..
· dorn}nate the outer world and to leave man's inner life to religion; .
<~i ~~jroi.the whole man. Once more Christianity is .faced,, as it .
· was at the beg.inning, with the challenge ofa world which will
' accept no appeal from its judgment, and which recognizes no
hight:k'power than its own will. Indeed it wbuld almostseem as
though the prospect today was even darker than it was at the
beginning .
.

.

- Christopher Dawson, Religion and th~ .tefo~in Stat~.J911d9r,
.
Sheed and Ward, 1935, p. XX:
.
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is taken up by an analysis of Christian
thinkers who illustrate five basic types
of the relation between this theological
idea and culture. Niebuhr is largely
silen t about th e actual historical
experience of the Church, about culture
on the ground, about institutions such
as the episcopacy and the papacy (there
is n o mention of Gregory VII and the
investiture controversy) , monasticism,
civil an d canon law, calendar, and the
ordering of civic sp ace (the church
standing on the central city square). But
Christ entered history as a community,
a society, not simply as a message, and
the form taken by the communi ty's life
is Christ within society. The Church is
a culture in its own right. Christ does
not simply infiltrate a c ulture; Christ
creates culture by forming another city,
another sovereignty with its own social
and political life.
With these admittedly sketchy
ob servations in mind, let me turn to
three moments in the Church's history
to illustrate how Christ becomes culture
and endures as culture.
By the middle of the second century,
Christians were beginning to be known
in the Roman world, but they did
not b ear the marks usually associated
with a distinctive community. In the
oft- cited pass age from th e so-called
Epistle to Diognet us (it is really an
apology), Christians are distinguished
from others not by n ationality,
language, or by custom . They do not
have their own cities, and their way
of life is inconspicuou s. It was known
that Christians honored Christ as
God, refused to venerate the gods and
goddesses of Greece and Rome, and
gathered regularly for a ritual meal. Yet
there was little else to identify them.
They met in the homes of the wealthier
members; they used in their worship
the language of the city in which they
dwelled; they owned no land; they had
no temples (in fact, no buildings at all),
no cemeteries of their own, and no
religious calendar. The bishop was not
a public personage and the Church, as a
social entity, was invisible.
Take, for example, the earliest
Christian art. If a Christian living in
200 A.D. wished to have an obje ct in
his home th at gave artistic expression
to Christian belief, what might it be?
He would go to a craftsman and sefect
a lamp stamped with a conventional

symbol that could yi eld a Christian
interpretation: a dove, a fish, a ship, an
anchor, or a shepherd carrying a lamb.
When placed in a Christian home, a
symbol which had one meaning to the
Romans was invested with a Christian
meaning: the dove for gentleness; the
fish for Jesus Christ, Son of God,
Saviour; the shepherd for philanthropia
or Christ the good shepherd. In
buying and displaying objects such
as lamps or rings or seals, Christians
created the first Christian art ( of which
we have knowledge), but what the
symbols represented lay in th e eyes
of the beholder, not in th e object. As
far as Roman society was concerned
Christianity was invisible.
At th e beginning of the third
century, however, Christians in Rome
took a bold stride. They pooled their
resources to purchase a plot of land on
the Via Appia Antica outside the city;
there they constructed an underground
burial chamber and · commissioned
artists to decorate the walls and ceilings
with frescoes. A Roman Christian
by the name of Callistus, who later
b ecame bishop of Rome, oversaw the
construction, which today is known as
the Catacomb of St. Callistus. Only a
few of the paintings have survived, but
th e catacomb itself is largely intact. It
is not simply a few burial niches, but
a vast underground cemetery with .
chapels, ceiling and wall decorations,
and paintings that depict persons and
stories from the Bible. Its construction
represents an organized effort ( diggers,
designers, plasterers, painters) on the
part of the Christian community in
Rome to create a distinctively Christian
space. The catacombs were not hideouts
during persecution; they were burial
grounds and places of worship, and
their location was not secret. When
Christians buried their dead or went to
the catacomb to celebrate the Eucharist
their activities were evident to their
fellow citizens.
The construction of a Christian
catacomb required planning and money
to choose the layout and decor and to
pay the workmen. Most of the rooms
are square, allowing for a symmetrical
design to be imprinted on a ceiling
of white plaster. The ceiling generally
has a painted medallion at the apex to
highlight a prominent image. In some
rooms the figure of a young shepherd
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carrying a lamb on his shoulders
occupies this central medallion. Other
images portray the figure of Orpheus
(understood as Christ) holding his
lyre and surrounded by animals
(Christ, unlike Orpheus, tames even
the wildest of beasts, the human being,
said Clement of Alexandria), Daniel as
a heroic nude, and Jonah b eing cast
overboard. The form of the images is
familiar from Roman art, but by putting
them together with wall paintings Abraham with Isaac, Moses striking
the rock in the desert, Daniel in the
lion's den, and Jesus b eing baptized in
the Jordan - these Roman Christians
created a uniquely Christian sanctuary.
What the Christians undertook on
the Via Appia Antica was being done by
other Christian communities at about
the same time. As the art historian
Corby Finney has observed., ~A cultural
event of some imponance was taking
place," and we can see here a ~transition
from models of accommodation and
adaptation that were materially invisible
to a new level of Christian id entity
that was palpable and visible." For the
first time Christians were beginning to
create a "material culture;' something
that is tangible, occupies space, is
public (though underground), and is
distinctively Christian.
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The Christians who planned and
built this catacomb had given as
much thought to their undertaking as
bishops and philosophers had invested
in defending the faith, expounding the
Scriptures, or meeting the arguments of
critics. Significantly, Christian culture
first takes material shape in connection
with caring for and remembering the
dead. Memory, especially of the faithful
departed, is a defining mark of Christian
identity. The living joined their
prayers with the saints' prayers, which,
according to the book of Revelation,
were "golden bowls full of incense." In
organizing the community to construct
a burial place and in decorating it
with pictures depicting biblical stories,
Christians were fashioning a communal
public identity that would endure
over the generations. As the Apostles'
Creed has it (in its earliest meaning), "I
believe in communion with the saints."
Their aim was not to communicate the
gospel to an alien culture but to nurture
the Church's inner life.
A second moment at which we see
Christ becoming culture comes from
a later period, and here the idiom is
not space but time, the creation of a
Christian calendar. Theologians and
biblical scholars have made much of the
New Testament understanding of kairos,
the time when something d ecisive is to
happen, an extraordinary moment long
awaited. "The time is fulfilled and the
kingdom of God is at hand; repent and
believe in the gospel." (Mark 1:15).
But there is another kind of time, th e
marking of days and seasons. For
the earliest Christians there was only
one day, the day of the res urrection
celebrated each time the community
gathered, normally on Sunday. Already
in th e book of Revelation there is
mention of th e "Lord's Day:' the

Kyriak.e Hemera (Revelation 1:10) and
in the Didache we hear of the "Day of
the Lord~ (Didache 14). By the middle
of the second century, Christians had
begun to celebrate a yearly festival, the
Paschal Feast ( death and resurrection
of Christ) that began with a vigil
on Saturday evening and continued
through the night until the morning.
Over time other feasts were added.
Christmas had begun to be observed
in Rome in the middle of the fourth
century. The Chronograph of Rome, a
kind of calendar compiled for Roman
Christians around the same time, lists
Roman holidays, burial dates of Roman
bishops and martyrs, and the birth of
Christ, all in calendrical, not historical,
order. "On the eighth day of the
calends of January Christ was born in
Bethlehem in Judea." Christmas was
soon complemented by the feast of the
Presentation of Christ in the Temple,
forty days after his birth. Ascension
and Pentecost became fixed days. The
Christian year was organized into two
major cycles, one centred on Christ's
birth, the other on his suffering, death,
and resurrection. Like the earliest (and
later) Christian art, the liturgical year
(as we now call it) had a narrative shape
drawn from the Scriptures, particularly
the Gospels. Through ritual it imprinted
the biblical narrative on the minds
and hearts of the faithful, not simply
as a matter of private devotion but as
a fully public act setting the rhythm of
communal life.
At the beginning of the third
century, Christians were less than
one per cent of the Roman empire's
population of some sixty million. By
300 A.D., there may have b een six
million Christians in the empire, but
by mid-century the number had risen
to over thirty million, about half of the
total population. This rapid growth,
with the conversion of the emperor
Constantine to Christianity and his
vigorous program of building churches,
changed public practice. Significantly,
the Christian calendar became a civic
calendar. In 321 Constantine made
Sunday a public holiday. It is shallow
and petulant to rail against the political
aspects of Constantinianism while
ignoring the efforts of Christians of
ancient times to stamp the face of Christ
upon their society, in the ordering of
time, in architecture, and in law ( e.g.,

prohibiting the exposure of infants, a
traditional form of "birth control"). The
purpose of making Sunday into a holy
day was to provide time for Christians
to attend public worship, but it had
the secondary effect of making Sunday
a day of leisure, thereby laying the
groundwork for a Christian Sabbath.
It should also be remembered that
the success of Christianity also altered
~e marking of historical time. Dionysius
Exiguus, a Scythian monk in the sixth
century, was the first to date events
"from the Incarnation of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (Anno Domini, A.D.). His
scheme was adopted in the seventh
century in England at the Synod of
Whitby and was used by the Venerable
Bede in his Ecclesiastical History of the
English People.
To the calendrical framework
of Christmas, Presentation, Pasch,
Ascension, and Pentecost were added
special days remembering the martyrs
and saints. Over time, the turning points
in the year - the changing of seasons,
the planting and harvesting of crops, the
slaughtering of animals - took place on
days named for saints or for events in
the life of Christ
The liturgi cal calendar makes
religious remembrance habitual and
familiar. The repetition of saints' days
and festivals of the Lord is a kind of
spiritual metronome helping communal
life to move in concord with the
mysteries of the faith.
We should not underestimate the
cultural significance of the calendar and
its indispensability for a mature spiritual
life. Religious rituals carry a resonance
of human feeling accumulated over the
centuries. They cannot easily be created
and are hard to recover once left to
languish. They touch us more deeply
than national commemorations, such
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as the Fourth of July or Memorial Day.
The season of Advent, for example, is
a predictable reminder that the Church
lives by another time, marked in the
home by a simple ritual, the lighting
of a violet Advent candle set in an
evergreen wreath on a dark evening in
early December.
Because feast days and sacred seasons
run at right angles to the conventional
calendar they offer a regular and fixed
cessation of activity and, thus, the gift
of leisure ( a sine qua non of culture,
as Josef Pieper has taught us) . Feast
days become times of reflection and
contemplation that open us to mystery
and transcendence. How soon, wrote
W. H. Auden., "must we re-enter, when
lenient days are done, the world of work
and money and minding our p's and q's."
A third mode in which Christianity
formed its own culture is language. In
his magisterial SaiTU Augustin et la fin de
la adll,n ant:iqz«, historian Henri Marrou
describes the grammatical and rhetorical
milieu in which Augustine was educated
in the Rom.an Empire of the late fourth
century; he reports that in Augustine's
day, educ:ated Christians were the
beneficiaries of an educational system
that had been in place for hundreds
of years. When Au~stine wrote his
treatise On Cltrislum Doctrine ( an essay
on interpreting and expounding the
Scriptures), he could assume that his
readers l.new Latin grammar and the
standard rhetorical techniques.
But a hundred years later such
knowledge could no longer be taken
for granted. .&w cities could any longer
meet the expense of paying teachers
and maintaining schools. Beginning
in the sixth century a number of
distinguished educators emerged in
the Chun:h, persons such as Boethius,
Cassiodoms. :Benedict of Nursia, Isidore
of Seville, and the Venerable Be de.
Their task was not, as Augustine's had
b een, to transform what had been
received; it was, rather, to preserve and
transmit what was being forgotten or to
translate what could no longer be read.
Christianity now assumed responsibility
for managing the m echanisms of the
Latin language.
Cassiodorus was born in 485 to
a southern Italian senatorial family.
During his middle years he served, in
the court of the Ostrogothic kings of
Italy, putting his literary talents to work

compiling edicts and official letters and
A
F A :\I I I . \' B l' S I N 1: S S
recording notable events. When he was
seventy years old he returned home and
founded a monastery at Squillace on
the southernmost coast of Italy. There
he moved his library and gathered a
company of scholars to make copies of
FIRST NATIONAL
the Scriptures and the classics of Latin
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Christian literature, to translate Greek
works, and to write a compendium of
Christian and secular learning.
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Jerome. But then one comes upon a
chapter entitled, "On Scribes and the
PROPERTY MANAGEME\T •SALES· 1,\iESTI\IENTS
Remembering of Correct Spelling." In
the second part of the book, on "secular
letters;' he devotes a section to grammar, Liber differentiarum sive de proprietate Salvator (saviour) is also a biblical word
which he calls "the foundation of liberal sermonum deals with the meanings of with pronounced Christian overtones:
studies." His aim was to transmit the words and the distinctions one must Natus est vobis hodie Salvator, qui est
basic skills of grammar and rhetoric for make to use them correctly (something Christus Dominus, 'Today a saviour is
the purpose of copying the Scriptures like a Fowler's Modern English Usage).
born for you, who is Christ the Lord'. In
accurately, because "every word of the
Isidore recognized that grammar, "the conventional Latin salus meant health,
Lord written by the scribe is a wound science of expressing oneself correctly;' not salvation. Christians, however,
inflicted on Satan." When Cassiodorus is crucial not only for reading, writing, coined the words salvare (to save) and
was ninety years old he wrote On . and speaking, but also for thinking and salvator (saviour); in doing so they
Orthograph!J, a spelling h andbook for understanding. Grammar is knowledge began to create a Christian language
his copyists. (The Latin letters 'v' and of the way language works and of the formed by the Scriptures.
'b' were particularly troublesome to rules that govern the relation of words
There are some words and phrases
copyists who worked by ear.)
and concepts. Without grammar there in Christian culture that are simply
Another writer known almost wholly can be no transmission of the text of irreplaceable. Words and phrases such
for his grammatical, linguistic, and the Scriptures and no understanding as "obedience;' "gracC:' "long-suffering"
encyclopedic studies is the Spanish of its content; h ence, no grammar, no (the biblical form of patience), "image
bishop Isidore of Seville. Though Christian culture.
of God;' "suffering servant," "adoption:'
not a thinker of the first rank, he is
Culture lives by language, and the "will of God" - when used again and
comfortably seated in the second. sentiments, thoughts, and feelings again - form our imagination and
(Dante places him in the fourth of a Christian culture are formed channel our affections . The recitation
heaven, along with the Venerable and carried by the language of the of the psalms day after day, week after
Bede and Richard of St. Victor.) Born Scriptures . St. Augustine, for instance, week, transforms the words of the
into the landed gentry of Cartagena, believed that there was a distinctively psalmists from texts to be interpreted
h e was educated in a monastic school Christian language, what he called the into words we use to praise, beseech,
in Seville under the supervision of his Church's way of speaking (ecclesiastica confess, thank, and adore God - as well
brother Leander, who was the bishop loquendi consuetudo ). He considered as words by which we know ourselves
of Seville. In 600 he succeeded his the term "martyr" (witness) to be before God, "O Lord, Thou has
brother as bishop and subsequently had a word sanctioned by the Bible searched me and known me! ... Even
a profound influence on the liturgy and (notably in the early chapters of the before a word is on my tongue, lo, 0
laws of the Spanish Church.
Acts of the Apostles) and hallowed Lord. Thou knowest it altogether."
Isidore's Etymologies is an immense by early Christian usage. It would be
If there is a distinctly Christian
encyclopedia, an attempt to summarize "contrary to the usage of the Church," language, we must be wary of
all knowledge by drawing on the vast said Augustine, to replace it with the translation. We cannot hand on to the
reservoir of classical writers, and hi s conventional Latin term for hero, vir. next generation what the words signify
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high s, the creed more penetrating than
theological insight, and the celebration
of saints' days more uplifting than the
obs ervance of Mother's Day. There is
great wisdom in the maligned phrase ex
opere operato, the effect is in the doing.
Intention is like a reed blowing in the
win d. It is the doing that counts, and if
we do something for God, in the doing
God does something for us.
Th e poet Dana Gioia, the current
dir ector of the National Endowment
for th e Arts, puts it nicely in the poem
"Autumn Inaugural":
Th ere will always b e those who reject
ceremony,
who claim that resolution requires no
fanfare,
those who demand the spirit stay fix ed
like a desert saint, fed only on faith,
to worship in no temple but the
weather.

Gioia acknowledges the point:
Symbols betray us.
They are always more or less than
what is really meant

Then:
if we ,do not hold fast to the words.
Jerusalem cannot b ecome Paris or
Moscow or New York without losing
its rootedness in the biblical narrative.
Certain words must b e u sed as they
h ave been received in Christian speech,
e.g., "Father; "Son~" ''Holy Spirit," "Lord"
(as in "Lord, have mercy"), "glory" (as
used in the Gospel of John for Christ's
passion), "sin" ("against thee oniy have
I sinned"), "emptied" (as in "emptied
himself taking the form of a servant"),
"resurrection" (as in "r aised from the
dead on the third day") , "flesh" ( as in
"works of the flesh;' i.e., m ental acts
such as idolatry and jealousy, not only
sins of the body, such as fornication),
even "self" (as in the p arable of the
elder brother - "he came to himself').
It will not d o to erase th e term "self"
and put in its place "came to his sen ses:'
as the current Catholic lectionary has
it; nor will it d o to reword, out of
ign orance and ideology, the first verse
of Psalm 1, turnin g "blessed is the
man," into "blessed are those who"
(as the New Revised Standard Version
does), thereby excluding the ancient
christological reading of the psalm.
Material culture and with it art,
calendar and with it ritual, grammar
and with it language, parti cularly the
language of the Bible - these are only
three of many examples (monasticism

would be ano th er) that could b e
brought forth to exemplify the thick
texture of Christian culture, the fullness
of life in the community that is Christ's
form in the world.
Nothing is more needful today
than the su rvival of Christian culture,
becau se in r ecent generations this
culture h as b ecome dangerou sly thin.
At this mom ent in the Church's history
in this country (and in the West more
generally) it is less urgent to convince
the alternative culture in which we
live of the truth of Christ than it is
for the Church to tell itself its own
story and to nurture its own life, the
culture of the city of God. the Christian
republic. This is not going to happe n
without a rebirth of moral and spiritual
discipline and a resolute effort on the
part of Christians to compreh end and
to defend the remnants of Christian
culture. The unhappy fact is that the
society in which we live is no longer
neutral about Christianity. The United
States would be a much less hospitable
environment for the practice of the faith
if all the marks of Christian culture
were stripped from our public life and
Christian b ehavior were tolerated only
in restricted situations.
IT Christian culture is to be renewed,
habits are mor e vital than revivals,
rituals mor e edifying than spiritual
ANNALS AUSTRALASIA 22 MARCH 2008

But shall there be no
processions by torchlight b ecause we
are weak?
Praise to the rituals that celebrate
change,
old robes worn for new beginnings,
solemn protocol where the mutable
soul,
surrounded by ancient experience,
grows young in the imagination' s
white dress.
Because it is not the rituals we honor
but our trust in what they signify,
these rites
that h onor us as witnesses - wh ether
to watch
lovers swear loyalty in a careless world
or a newb orn washed with water and
oil.

If Christ is culture, let the sidewalks
be lit with fire on Easter Eve, let traffic
stop for a column of Christians wavi ng
palm branches on a spring mornin g,
let streets be blocked off as the faithful
gather for a Corpus Christi procession.
Then will others know that there is
an oth er city in their mid st, another
commonwealth, one that has its face,
like the faces of angels, turned toward
the face of God.
Ro bert Louis Wilken. "The Church as Culture."
First Things 142 (April 2004): 3 1-36. This article
is reprinted with permi ssion from First Things:
A Monthly J ournal of Religion and Pu W,ic Life
published by the Institute on Religion and Public
Life, 156 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400, New York, NY
10010.
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highs, the creed more penetrating than
theological insight, and the celebration
of saints' days more uplifting than the
observance of Mother's Day. There is
great wisdom in the maligned phrase ex
opere operato, the effect is in the doing.
Intention is like a reed blowing in the
wind. It is the doing that counts, and if
we do something for God, in the doing
God does something for us.
The poet Dana Gioia, the current
director of the National Endowment
for the Arts, puts it nicely in the poem
"Autumn Inaugural":
There will always be those who reject
ceremony,
who claim that resolution requires no
fanfare,
those who demand the spirit stay fixed
like a desert saint, fed only on faith,
to worship in no temple but the
weather.

Gioia acknowledges the point:
Symbols betray us.
They are always more or less than
what is really meant

Then:
if we do not hold fast to the words.
Jerusalem cannot become Paris or
Moscow or New York without losing
its rootedness in the biblical narrative.
Certain words must be used as they
have been received in Christian speech,
e.g., "Father," "Son;' "Holy Spirit." "Lord"
(as in "Lord, have mercy"), "glory" (as
used in the Gospel of John for Christ's
passion), "sin" ("against thee only have
I sinned"), "emptied" (as in "emptied
himself taking the form of a servant"),
"resurrection" (as in "raised from the
dead on the third day"), "flesh" (as in
"works of the flesh;' i.e., mental acts
such as idolatry and jealousy, not only
sins of the body, such as fornication),
even "self" (as in the parable of the
elder brother - "he came to himself').
It will not do to erase the term "self"
and put in its place "came to his senses;'
as the current Catholic lectionary has
it; nor will it do to reword, out of
ignorance and ideology, the first verse
of Psalm 1, turning "blessed is the
man," into "blessed are those who"
(as the New Revised Standard Version
does), thereby excluding the ancient
christological reading of the psalm.
Material culture and with it art,
·calendar and with it ritual, grammar
and with it language, particularly the
language of the Bible - these are only
three of many examples (monasticism

would be another) that could be
brought forth to exemplify the thick
texture of Christian culture, the fullness
of life in the community that is Christ's
form in the world.
Nothing is more needful today
than the survival of Christian culture,
because in recent generations this
culture has become dangerously thin.
At this moment in the Church's history
in this country (and in the West more
generally) it is less urgent to convince
the alternative culture in which we
live of the truth of Christ than it is
for the Church to tell itself its own
story and to nurture its own life, the
culture of the city of God, the Christian
republic. This is not going to happen
without a rebirth of moral and spiritual
discipline and a resolute effort on the
part of Christians to comprehend and
to defend the remnants of Christian
culture. The unhappy fact is that the
society in which we live is no longer
neutral about Christianity. The United
States would be a much less hospitable
environment for the practice of the faith
if all the marks of Christian culture
were stripped from our public life and
Christian behavior were tolerated only
in restricted situations.
If Christian culture is to be renewed,
habits are more vital than revivals, ,
rituals more edifying than spiritual
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But shall there be no
processions by torchlight because we
are weak?
Praise to the rituals that celebrate
change,
old robes worn for new beginnings,
solemn protocol where the mutable
soul,
surrounded by ancient experience,
grows young in the imagination's
white dress.
Because it is not the rituals we honor
but our trust in what they signify,
these rites
that honor us as witnesses - whether
to watch
lovers swear loyalty in a careless world
or a newborn washed with water and
oil.

If Christ is culture, let the sidewalks
be lit with fire on Easter Eve, let traffic
stop for a column of Christians waving
palm branches on a spring morning,
let streets be blocked off as the faithful
gather for a Corpus Christi procession.
Then will others know that there is
another city in their midst, another
commonwealth, one that has its face,
like the faces of angels, turned toward
the face of God.
Robert Louis Wilken. "The Church as Culture."
First Things 142 (April 2004): 31-36. This articl e
is reprinted with permission from First Things:
A Monthly Journal of Religion and Public Lif&,
published by the Institute on Religion and Public
Life, 156 Fifth Avenue, Suite 400, New York, NY
10010.

hzterpreting history

WHY HISTORY BAFFLES
THE DETERMINIST
By
T IS THIS mysterious and unpredictable aspect of
history which is the great stumbling block to the
rationalist. He is always looking for neat systems of
laws and causal sequences from which history can be
automatically deduced. But history is impatient of all
such artificial constructions. It is at once aristocratic
and revolutionary. It allows the whole world situation
to be suddenly transformed by the action of a
individual like
'Mohammed or Alexander. No doubt the situation in each case was
ripe for d1ange, but it would not have changed in that particular way
without the intervention of that particular individual. If Alexander
had turned his eyes to the West instead of to Persi<1c the course of
world history would have been altered. There would have been
no Roman Empire and consequently either no Europe or else a
different Europe and a different modem civilization.
~ow the Christian interpretation, on the other hand, finds no
difficulty in accepting the arbitrary and unpredictable character
of historical change, since it sees
the
of divine
purpose and election. The ,vill of God chooses a barbarous Semitic
tribe and makes of it the vehicle of His purposes towards humanity.
Nor is the divine choice determined by human merit or by the
internal logic of events. ' Many ,vidows were in Israel in the days
of Elias but unto none of them was Elias sent save unto Sarepta of
Sidon to a woman that was a widow. And many lepers were in Israel
in the time of Eliseus the prophet and none of them was cleansed
saving Naaman the Syrian.' The house of the world seems closed
and guarded ; its masters have no rivals left to fear. But suddenly
the wind of the Spirit blows and everything is changed. No age has
ever been able to foresee the age to come. The Augustan age could
not have foretold the triumph of Christianity, nor the Byzantine age
the coming of Islam. Even in our own generation, the best political
observer of twenty years ago never guessed the possibility of the
destruction of Parliamentarism in Central Europe by the advent of
Fascism. But while all this is a scandal and reproach to historical
rationalism, it offers no difficulties to the Catholic who lives in the
presence of mysteries.
- Christopher Dawson, Religion a:1:1d the ilfodern Srate. London,
Shee:d und Ward, 1935, pp. 81-83.
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AUSTRALIA'S NEIGHBOURS

Australia} role in PNG} search far peace and stability

STRUGGLE FOR STABILITY
By Michael O'Connor
COMMONPLACE
of Australian political
discourse tended to
be agreement that
Papua New Guinea
gained independence
too early. As a direct
result of this p erceive d failure of
Australian policy, the country has
struggled to cope with the challenges
of its autonomy in a complex world.
In fact, the debate, which arrived
at this conclusion, was futile. Papua
New Guinea would be granted its
independence at about the time it did
in 1975 because maintaining a colonial
administration was impossible. The
trend of conceding independence
to d ependent territories began
shortly after World War II and gained
irresistible momentum as more and
more territories gained independence
and a seat at the United Nations.
Australian post-war policy had alw_ays
been for a move to independence; it
was only the timing that was taken out
of Australian hands.
I recall a conversation at Kiunga
in 1963 with the then Minister for
Territories, Mr (later Sir Paul) Hasluck
when he discussed the difficulty of
balancing adequate and peaceful
development with any emerging
nationalist movement. He pointed
out that the secret lay in granting
more responsibility than the emerging
Papua New Guinea elites believed that
they could handle. Hasluck was far
and away Australia's best Territories
Minister but there was a sense of both
frustration and foreboding in his point
of view. In the event, the local pressure
for independence was very muted .
Certainly there were some clashes
with the Australian authorities but
perhaps more resulted from Papua New
Guinean concerns that independence
was coming too quickly. Certainly, the
conservative and populous Highlanders

were actively hostile as were small
groups in Bougainville and the Gazelle
Peninsula of New Britain. Those
nationalists that did emerge were
relatively few and their only allies were
in the Australian government, which
believed it had no option.
In the run to independence,
Australian policy was responsible for
some serious mistakes which have
carried through to the pres ent time
and which have had a lasting impact
on Papua New Guinea's internal peace
and stability. Most derive from a lack
of knowledge and understanding of
Papua New Guinea on the part of
Australian policymakers. As just one
perhaps superficial but telling example,
there has even been an Australian push,
replicated occasionally in independent
Papua New Guinea, to combine the
police and military - or even abolish
the latter. The proponents of this view
are driven partly by a desire for fiscal
economy and partly by a conviction that
the military are prone to launch some
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form of coup d 'etaL against a democratic
government. In fact, the PNG military
have never come close to launching any
sort of revolt but, in any case, the long
standing tradition of tension bordering
on hostility b etween the police and the
army ensured that the no coup could
unite the state's armed forces.
Much more serious was the
Australian intervention of the
mid-1960s that made drastic changes to
the system of law enforcement in place
at the time. Because Papua New Guinea
then as now is largely a collection of
communities based upon small villages,
policing and minor judicial processes
were the responsibility of the native
affairs officers (the kiaps) whose
primary task was to visit each village
regularly and adjudicate the mostly
minor disputes that occurred. These
officers were formally commissioned
officers of police commanding
detachments of native police. They
were also appointed magistrates able to
impose limited sanctions under specific

J_'

I

legislation. This system, which had
the admirable result of satisfying the
needs of the village communities, was
anathema to the Australian academics
and bureaucrats whose experience
was restricted to the mostly urban
Australian environment. The changes
excluded the kiaps from both policing
and magisterial tasks which then had
to be performed initially by imported
experts - who more often than not
were not - and latterly by locally
trained personnel who were all too
often drawn from the urbanised elites
who lacked knowledge of, contact with
and empathy with the village-based
majority.
The system of policing began to
break down as the experts tried to
convert the Royal Papua New Guinea
Constabulary (RPNGC] into something
resembling an Australian state police
force, using officers drawn from those
forces. In a decision of monumental
stupidity, Australian officialdom required
the RPNGC to form sophisticated riot
squads complete with batons, shields,
helmets and tear gas and these were
rushed to the scene of the occasional
flare-ups that became increasingly
common in the heavily populated
Highlands. Apart from the reality that
the riot squads were seen as participants
in the brawls rather than as impartial
peacemakers, the police neglected the
basic role of the kiaps whom they had
replaced in achieving a settlement of
the dispute. These disputes festered
and the police response became
increasingly heavy-handed with the
employment of destructive and illegal
communal punishments. From being a
highly respected and disciplined force,
the RPNGC degenerated into a poor
imitation of an Australian force lacking
the respect of the community it was
supposed to serve.
Memories of the kiaps have faded
as those Papua New Guineans who
knew them pass on. But for years,
there were calls for the kiaps to return
to their traditional roles. The newly
independent government experimented
with indigenous kiaps but failed to
give them the responsibility and failed
to recruit people who revelled in the
physically and mentally difficult task.
Australia has been generous to
Papua New Guinea post-independence.
The country could not survive without
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the substantial Australian aid, which
has been of the order of more than
$300 million annually for 32 years. But
Australia also left the country with an
overly complex administrative system
that has b een made more clumsy by the
requirements of the various aid donors
including Australia. The inability of
PNG's poorly trained and inexperienced

public service to make the system
work is an important element in the
growth of personal and institutional
corruption in the country. For example,
the inability to provide funding for
hospital drugs and for freight charges to
deliver the drugs has meant that health
services especially in the rural areas are
constantly declining. The same problem
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occurs in education. To try to overcome
the problem, the national parliament
provided for quite substantial funds for
each member of the parliam ent to be
disbursed according to his assessment of
his own electorates needs. Increasingly,
the overriding need was seen to be to
purchase his re-election and corruption
became widespread and seemingly
acceptable.
All is not lost, however. Papua New
Guinea's democracy, while fragile, is
real. The judicial system seems strong
and independent and the media
is certainly free and vocal. More
particularly, there is a vast network of
community groups, many based on
the Christian churches, which have
real political clout. In 1997 when the
then Defence Force commander, Major
General Jerry Singirok, publicly defied
the government's appalling decision to
use an imported band of mercenaries
to forcefully put down a basically
modest insurgency on Bougainville,
he was supponed in the streets by the
mobilisation of many of these groups
including trade onions, women's groups
and the tile.. The gm. ernment fell and
the mercenaries ...-ere expelled. Singirok
triggered not a military coup but a
people power revolt similar to that in
the Philippines in 1986.
Potentially. Papua :Sew Guinea is a
wealthy country. rid:i. in the resources of
its people and of potential production.
The Christian cb.orches, esp ecially
the Catholic Church, are strong and
influential. more so than in Australia.
The rate of voc.a.tions in the Catholic
Church is stunning. Politically, Papua
New Guinea's traditional culture is
strongly democratic and stability does
not depend. as it does in Australia, on
strong party exeaitives controlling their
backbench members.
Australian aid will continue - as
it should - and will continue to be
wasted to some degree, as is the norm
all over the world. But less will be
wasted if Australian politicians and
bureaucrats, recognising that Papua
New Guinea is not Australia, learn to be
less prescriprive and more respectful of
a country that will always be different whether we like it or not
MICHAEL O'CmrNOII is a fonner president of the
Australian Defence Association. He was a ,kiap in
Papua New Guinea half a century ago. He has kept
in touch with the country and is writing a book of
bis experiences there

The world as it really is

IGNORE ORIGINAL SIN
AT YOUR PERIL
By CHRISTOPHER D AWSON
0 ONE can dispute the genuine value of the practical aims which
social reformers set before themselves the destruction of slums, the
abolition of poverty, the abolition of war, secondary education for
• all, higher pay for shoner hours, and so fonh. Nevenheless, all these
aims may he realized and yet civilization may he none the more
Christian for all that. They could he realized just as completely in a
purely secular order which entirely rejects every kind of religion - as
for example in the proletarian order of Communism, in the capitalist Utopia of Mr. H.
G. Wells and even in the scientific nightmare of Mr. Aldous Huxley's Brave N ew World.
From the Catholic point of view there is a fundamental error in all this. That error
is the ignoring of Original Sin and its consequences or rather the identification of the

Fall with some defective political or economic arrangement. If we could destroy the
Capitalist system [Bolsheviks] or the power of the bankers or that of the Jews [Nazis],
everything in the garden would be lovely.
But as L eo XIII points out in R erum Novarum, all thes e hopes are built on an
illusion, for they ignore the primal curse under which humanity has laboured. 'Cursed
be the earth in thy work; in thy labour thou shalt eat of it all the days of thy life.' In like
manner, the other pains and hardships of life will have no end or cessation on earth;
for the consequences of sin are bitter and hard to bear, and they must accompany man
as long as life lasts. To suffer and endure therefore is the lot of humanity; let them
strive as they may, no ·s trength and no artifice will ever succeed in banishing from
human life the ills and troubles which b eset it. If there are any who pretend differently
- who hold out to a hard-pressed people the boon of freedom from pain and trouble,
an undisturbed repose and constant enjoyment - they delude and impose upon the
people, and their lying promi ses will only one day bring forth evils worse than the
present. Nothing is more useful than to look upon the world as it really is and at the
same time to look elsewhere for a solace for its u·oubles.'

I

No doubt it will be said that we have changed all this. Science and machinery have
at last destroyed the ancient curse and made possible an age of plenty, which we could
all enjoy if only the capitalists or the bankers would let us. Unfortunately it is not quite
as simple as all that, for science and machinery can serve the cause of death as well as
of life, and whereas the vital possibilities of science are limited by the nature of life
itself, its lethal possibilities are practically unlimited. We see that in the machine-gun,
that grim symbol of the age of plenty which has made a thousand bullets fly where one
flew before.
- Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Modem State, London,
Sheed and Ward, 1935, pp.-109-111.
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CONFRONTING TERROR

Intellectual and Moral Rot undemzining High Places

KNOWING THE ENEMY
By Andrew Bostom
ILL GERTZ, Washington
Times national security
columnist , reports
(4 / 1/ 08) that the
Pentagon has fired
Stephen Coughlin, its
most knowledgeable
specialist on Islamic Law, and
jihad t errorism. As Gertz ob served
aptly, the Pentagon thus ended the
career of its most effective analyst
attempting to prepare the military to
wage ideological war against jihadism.

perspectives and how they see
things. He has a cultural background
that's very h elpful, but he also
works at it very hard to get a better
understanding of people and how they
think.

Coughlin's r easoned conclusions
simply update and complement,
exquisitely, what serious scholars of
jihad have long argued about revivalist
movements throughout Islamic history.
For example, forty years ago (in 1967),
John Ralph Willis observed regarding
the 19th century jihadist movements
in West Africa, specifically, and such
historical movements in general,

first encounter with jihad terrorism.
"Victory in Tripoli," J o sh ua London' s
compelling narrative of America's initial
conflict with jihadists - the Barbary
wars - highlights, appositely, William
Eaton's experiences. Eaton's triumphs
and travails during his tenure as
consul to Tunis (1799-1803), and later
U.S. naval agent to th e Barbary states,
mirrored those of the young American
nation h e served.
Born on February 23, 1764 in
Woodstock, Connecticut, the highly
intelligent and strong-willed Eaton,
when 16 years old, ran away from
home, subsequently lying about his age
to join Washington's Continental Army.
He rose to the rank of sergeant in the
Continental Army, which h e served until
1783. Eaton graduated Dartmouth in
1790, and in 1791 was chosen clerk of
the Massachusetts House of Delegates,
where he remained until 1797, while
he also served (b eginning in 1792)
the U.S . Army as both a fighter and
negotiator during the frontier campaigns
against the American Indians. Later,
Eaton assisted then Se cretary of War
Timothy Pickering' s espionage/treason
investigations. When Pickering became

This past September, 2007, I lectured
with Mr., Coughlin, a US Army Reserves
Major, at The Naval War College, and
The jihad . . . is essentially an
witness ed his brilliant, tour de force
instrument of revival, employed for
presentation which elucidated the
the purpose of extending the frontiers
reliance of contemporary jihadism on
of Islam and leading the faithful back
Islamic Law. Coughlin d emonstrated
to roots. And it is not insignificant
meticulously that "JihadJi Sabi! Allah ,,
that the faithful, being in essence
conservative, have been as susceptible
- "Jihad in the cause of Allah;' is the
to the summons of revivalists as they
animating principle which underlies
have been insensitive to the activity of
the threat of global jihad terrorism,
reformists.
and how this understanding should
Stephen
Coughlin's
modern
form the basis for rational, effe ctive
predicament
is
eerily
similar
to what
threat development assessment, and war
befell
another
courageous,
unabashed
planning.
That Coughlin's analys es would American patriot, William Eaton, two
even be considered "controversial;' or hundred years ago, during our nation's
worse still lead eventually to his firing
- perhaps, as Gertz strongly suggests,
at the behest of a Muslim aide, Hesham
Islam, within the office of Deputy
Defence Secre tary Gordon England is pathognomonic of the intellectual and
moral rot plaguing our efforts to combat
global jihadism.
There is no evidence that Mr. Islam
extentin•the reli.gJousAields. J:hroli~.h<:iJJt the whole µerkl'Q :Of th~ ca!iPfl~t~J'i~
- distinctly unlike Mr. Coughlin - has
JI.:$ •$c¥ptJ:ns,tll~:.f ~r,$igq,s.,Jhe,,~s~tt<lIIS and others, as_Mpslem C9tllj:IJ~~Nl;
any specific expertise on the theory
._ _ar·a_s.ehristia-~sNind·.4ewst w~r,e - the foremost _be_are·r sof.the _tof;·• •___.·_ ._ -_- - -.·•-·
or ~istorical practice of jihad; indeed
Gordon England's Egyptian Muslim aide
is touted for his public relations skills
- a sort of English-speaking Muslim
Dragoman to the global Islamic umma.
According to Deputy Secretary England,

4~:~;~t~-~;- - -

: :~~?£-iti~:iit:s~~,-

Hesham
understand

[Islam]
helps
me
people's
differe nt
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Secretary of State, he chose Eaton to
serve as U.S. consul to Tunis, initially
under President John Adams.
Eaton's consular journal recorded
these brutally honest and comical
impressions of his first diplomatic
encounter
( on
February
22,
1799) with Dey Bobba Mustafa of
Algiers, which would make the craven
State Department mandarins of today,
wince:
... we took off our shoes and
entering the cave (for so it seemed),
with small apenures of light with
iron gates, we were shown to a huge,
shaggy beast, sitting on his rump upon
a low bench covered with a cushion of
embroidered velvet, with his hind legs
gathered up like a tailor, or a bear. On
our approach to him, he reached out
his forepaw as if to receive something
to eat. Our guide exclaimed, "Kiss
the Dey's hand!" The consul general
bowed very elegantly, and kissed
it, and we follow ed his example in
succession. The animal seemed at that
moment to b e in a harmless mode;
he grinned several times, but made
very little noise. Having performed
this ceremony, and standing a few
moments in silent agony, we had leave
to take our shoes and other property,
and lean the den without any other
injury than the hnmilicy of being
obliged in this involuntary manner,
to violate the second commandment
of God and offend common decency.
Can any man believe that this elevated
brute has seven kings of Europe, two
republics, and a continent tributary to
him when his whole naval force is not
equal to two line-of-battle ships? It is
so.

Despite such inauspicious beginnings,
and the institutionalized Barbary
corruption Eaton found so repugnant to
his person, and nation, his negotiations
eventually secured U.S. commercial
interests (at least a temporary) immunity
from the attacks of Tunisian corsairs.
Eaton agonized over the gulf
between the enormous potential and
depressing reality of the Barbary
states. He admired the Mediterranean
coast of Tunis, " ... naturally luxuriant
and beautiful b eyond description .. .I
know not why it might not vie with the
opposite continent in every thing useful,
rich, and elegant", yet despaired of the
stultifying religio-political institutions
which arrested the region's progress.
Ultimately, Eaton concluded that Islam
itself, certainly as practised in Barbary,
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was the source of this backwardness:
Considered as a nation, they are
deplorably wretched, b ecause they
have no propeny in the soil to inspire
an ambition to cultivate it. They are
abject slaves to the despotism of their
government, and th ey are humiliated
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by tyranny, the worst of all tyrannies,
the despotism of priestcraft. They live
in more solemn fear of the frowns
of a bigot who has been dead and
rotten above a thousand years, than
of the living despot whose frown
would cost them th eir lives ... The
ignorance, superstitious tradition
and civil and religious tyranny, which
depress the human mind here, exclude
improvement of every kind ...

Appointed Naval Agent for the
Barbary Regencies in 1804, Eaton
then organized and led an expedition
to unseat the predatory Barbary ruler
Yusuf Qaramanli. Eaton's army arrived
outside Derna. on April 25, 1805. When
the hey of Derna refused his generous
ultimatum, at 2 p.m. April 28, Eaton
led a successful attack on the city,
supported by U.S. naval gunfire. During
the fighting Eaton - who had led his
outnumbered force in a gallant bayonet
charge - was wounded in the left wrist.
As London recounts:
He simply wrapped his arm in a
makeshift bandage and sling, grabbed
a pistol with his right hand, an d
continued to charge ahead. With th e
American Marines in the lead, Eaton's
forces stormed the ramparts and
advanced straight to the barbor.

Subsequent diplomatic efforts stalled
the expedition. Tobias Lear, the Consul
General, reached an accommodation
with Yusuf Qaramanli, which included
ransom money for all American
prisoners., the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from Dema, and the betrayal of Eaton's
key Arab ally, Ahmad Qaramanli. Eaton
commented upon this treaty with
predictable bitterness in a letter to
Commodore John Rodgers:
Could I have apprehended this
result of my exertions, certainly no
consideration would have prevail ed
on me to have taken an agen cy in
a tragedy so manifestly fraught with
intrigue, so wounding to human
feelings, and, as I must view it, so
degrading to our national honor.

Although the Senate ratified the
Tripoli treaty in April 1806 by a vote of
21 to 8, as London notes,
Jefferson declared 'victory; but the
'peace' proved rather political.. . The
Federalists did not manage to d erail
the treaty, but they did embarrass
and, at junctures, discredit President
Thomas Jefferson and forever tarnish
the career of Tobias Lear.

Just over five years later, in Brimfield,
Massachusetts, June l , 1811, an

I

alcoholic forty-seven year old William
Eaton died virtually forgotten.
The signing of the Treaty of Ghent
(Christmas Eve, 1814) - subsequently
ratified in the U.S. (February, 1815) ended the so-called War of 1812 with
Great Britain, and allowed President
James Madison to address the problem
of renewed Barbary jihad terrorism.
Shortly afterward, President Madison
commissioned two naval squadrons led
by Commodores William Bainbridge
and Stephen Decatur, and dispatched
them to the Barbary States in May, 1815.
By June/ July 1815 the ably commanded
U.S. naval forces had dealt their Barbary
jihadist adversaries a quick series of
crushing defeats. These U.S. victories
were solidified by what London terms
"unprecedented" treaty agreements
forced upon the Barbary states, which
" .. made practically no concessions and
stood very firm on every point" - the
abolition of all tribute; release of all
American prisoners currently held,
and ackrn;iwledgement that no future
American prisoners of war could be
enslaved; the payment of indemnities;
and the restoration of American
properties held by the dey.
Joshua London concludes his
engrossing, carefully researched account
of the Barbary wars with this insightful
analysis:

Sufism at the
service of lslamist
Ideology
lthough ,$tJfism is generally
devalued by the new
intellectuals, the image of
Perfect Man that conditions
their relationship to knowledge,
action , ano leadership is
of mystical origin. But this
mysticism harks back to militant,
conquering Sufism , defender of
the sharia , more than to popular
maraboutism [devotion to a 'sainf
with allegedly 'supernatural'
powers. Ed.]. lslamist vocabulary
is often derived from the Sufi
wg:ri.ef; :, da 'wa ('call'), muba_lligh
('p rea cher'), and so on . The
objective is to create a total,
wise, fighting man, and especially
one who has undergone a kind
of 'mental conversion': beyond
educ.ition, this conversion
consists in a new vision of the
world . Ideological formation is
more important than acquiring
knowledge .

A

- The Failure of Political Islam, Olivier Roy,
Harvard University Press, 1996 p.101 .

During the war with Tripoli, the
United States began to test William
Eaton's hypothesis that fighting back
and protecting the national honor
and national interest with force was
the best way to end Barbary piracy.
Just at the moment of triumph,
however, President Thomas Jefferson
wavered and settled on the side of
expediency. Jefferson's lack of resolve
left American interests unguarded,
and once again American maritime
trade felt the Barbary terror. By 1816,
however, th e United States finally
provided that William Eaton was right.
This success ignited the imagination
of the Old World powers to rise up
against the Barbary pirates.

ravages of jihad piracy - murder,
enslavement (with ransoming for
redemption) , and expropriation
of valuable commercial assets emanating from the Barbary states
(modern Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia,
and Libya). During their discussions,
they questioned Ambassador Adja as to
the source of the unprovoked animus
directed at the nascent United States
republic. J efferson and Adams, in their

Thirty years earlier, in 1786,
Thomas Jefferson and John Adams,
then serving as American ambassadors
to France and Britain, respectively,
met in London with the Tripolitan
Ambassador to Britain, Sidi Haji
Abdul Rahman Adja. These future
American presidents were attempting
to negotiate a peace treaty which
would spare the United States the

he : modern
historian
generaUy reads Prophetic
sira [history]as a description of
Muhammad's life; the medieval
Muslim reader generally read it .
as a prescription for his owri life.

.Muhammad
the .Model .

T

- Islamic Historiography, Chase F.
Robinson , Cambridge Universty. Press,

2003 p:122
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subsequent report to the Continental
Congress, recorded the Tripolitan
Ambassador's justification:
... that it was founded on the Laws
of their Prophet, that it was written
in their Koran, that all nations who
should not have acknowledged their
authority were sinners, that it was their
right and duty to make war upon them
wherever they could be found, and to
make slaves of all they could take as
Prisoners, and that every Mussulman
who should be slain in Battle was sure
to go to Paradise

Stephen Coughlin understand s and
enunciates what was stated openly
to then Ambassadors John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson - and what
they apparently understood - by the
Tripolitan Ambassador Adja. During
his September 2007 presentation
which I witnessed at US Naval War
College., Coughlin updated this timeless
Islamic formulation into its modern
context:
If the Enemy in the War on Terror
(WOT) states that he fights jihad
in furtherance of Islamic causes that
include th e imposition of Shari'a
law and th e re-establishment of the
Caliphate; And Islamic law on jihad
exists and is available in English;
Then Professionals with WOT
responsibilities have an affirmative,
personal, professional duty to know
the enemy that includes ALL the
knowable facts associated with the law
of jihad.

And Coughlin, a well-trained lawyer,
further argued that such understanding
by our military leaders is obligatory
if they are to uphold their essential
commission:
This is the Professional Standard.

Stephen Coughlin has been fired
for reminding his peers of this basic
obligation.
Two hundred years after William
Eaton's bitter, tragic experiences, and
. ultimate posthumous vindication, let us
fervently hope that our contemporary
military and political elites muster
the intellectual courage to heed
Major Stephen Coughlin's advice in a
much more timely, and responsible
manner.
ANDREW G. BosTOM, MD, MS is an Associate
Professor of Medicine at Brown Univtt!!ity Medical
School, and occasional contributor to Frontpage
Magazine. He is author of The Legacy of Jiaad Islamic Holy War and the Fate of non-Muslims.
Copyright © 2007 Andrew Bostom I All Rights
Reserved: Reprinted with permission.
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THE LATE MR. COMMON SENSE
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ODAY we mour~ the passing of a beloved oldf~it,n d/ Conimon Sense,
who has beenw1th us for many years. No one knmvs for sure h9~ old
he was, since his_birth records were long ago lost in bureaucratic rec:l ·tape.
He will be reme:rri.b~req ~s havinfcultivated such valuable lessons as:
Knowing when to come in out of the rain; why the early bird gets the
life isn't always fair; and _maybe it was my fault.

worm;

CommonSense'lived by:simple, ·soµn(lfipa~£ia,l policies .(do9'i '_spe,rid
more than yoti'. caff~arnJ and rdfable s'tr~iegies (adt1:l~s; riqfc::h.Udiin, a·r e ip
charge). : ' ' .· ·
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His
began to de_teriorate rapidly when iell'i-ii:ten~it>h_e q ~ut
o,verhearing reg¥l11tiops '\VereJ~tin •place. Reports of a·6~i~:a r;'iPl~)?OY
charg_e d witll sexual 4arassrµ.e,nt fq,r kissing a classmate; teens' siispended
from school Joi .u~iug _
~~utgwash aft~r·lunch; _a nd a teacher fired for
reprimapding, an uiirulf studel'lt; -oJ:)}y worsened ,b:i's cOridifion;
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Commpn SenseJost ground .w hen parents attacked teachers Jor doing
the job that they themselves had failed to do ·in disciplining their unruly
children. It declined even further when schools .were required·to.get parental
consent to administer Tylenol, sun lotion or a Band-Aid to a student; but
could not inform parents when a student became pregnant and wanted to
have an abortion.

_ .ComJP?? §yJlS~ ~9.s,t_the ,:will. to live, as chµrches, be~m,e businesses and
criminals ·received better treatment than>their victims.

}ciutsel.ffr°6m a·

CoilJJJlqg J~n~.tt Jook;_a :heating when '. yqµ'·cqµldn~~ defend
burglar in
own borne and the burglar cmild'sue you for assault. -.. ·.-.

yoµr

.

Common Sense finally gave ·u:p the will to live ~ft~r1 a. woman failed to
realize that a steaming'''Ci:ip o(coffee was .hot. She spiiled a little in her
lap and was p,ro~pdy award'ed a 'huge setil~IDept. Common Sense was
predeceaseq by his parents, :Trµth and Tr\lst; his ·wife, Discretion; his
daughter, Responsibility; ahd his so11, Reason.
Common S.e~s,e · is SllTTive(by three,~.te:p'.b~oth.efi'7,[j~~~ My Rights,
Someone E!.se Js•-:Jb Blame,,,andI'm A Victim. ..
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Not many atteride;d
fo~p,aus~ ~9:_fe"Y:r~ali,?!y,dhe.wa& gone. If yov
still remember him, pass this. on:lfrtot, join the m.ajonty., aud do nothmg.
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MEDIA MATTERS
B!J JAMES
Koranic Jesus
The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting has
produced a feature movie and a 20-episode series,
Jesus, Spin't of God According to Yariety earlier this
year overall budget for the production, directed
by Nader Talezbadeh, was a relatively modest $5
million.
Cinema Media Intl managing director
Mohammed Reza Ahbasian said: 'It is important
to show our history b efore the Islamic revolution.
These episodes of religious history and Iranian
history are very popular with Iranian audiences.
We want to show the opinions of Islam towards
the prophet [Jesus]. The story came from the
Koran without any changes. You could call it Jesus
through Islam's lens?
Indeed. As reporter Ali Jaafar commented the
movie sees Jesus saved from the cross by God and
taken to heaven. In other words, no resurrection
from the dead, no ascension into heaven.
Interesting to speculate how an equivalent
truncating of the Koran or other Islamic texts
would be received by Muslims.
This might be a topic for the Vatican and
Muslim thinkers invited by Pope Benedict XVI
to create guidelines for dialogue [see Annals
1/2008].
Another topic: edited or not, the narrative
of Jesus Christ's life is persuasively eloquent.
Suppose a viewer of Je.ru.r, Spirit of God is
converted to Christianity by it. Given its official
provenance, will the viewer come under a death
fatwa for apostasy?

Paisley Pattern
In his resignation from Northern Ireland's
Democratic Unionist Party, Ian Paisley showed the
kind of scholarship that earned him his doctorate
from an American university.
Speaking of the leadership succession ( The
Australian, Mar 6), Paisley maintained the DUP
had to make the decision. 'This is not the Church
of Rome; he said. 'This is not Apostolic succession
and I have no right to to say who will succeed me.
The person will succeed me when the mark is on
the paper and the ballot is cast:
Resounding stuff. And nonsense. It takes no
account of papal conclaves and their secret ballots,

MURRAY
capstone on an electoral system in the Church's
major religious orders, dating from earliest times
and arguably the basis of representative democracy
which the loyalist Paisley finally agreed to share
with his republican opponents.
Deservedly Tony Blair has been given credit
for Paisley's decision. But the latter's years in
the European Parliament may also have helped;
its historic links go back to Christendom's
parliaments.
That said, it is sad that Paisley felt the need to
go as a result of the forced resignation of his son,
Ian Paisley Jr, over dealings with (surely not?) a
property developer.
Even in Paisley's most intransigent days as
founder of the Free Presbyterian Church of Ulster,
there was something amiable about him, well,
amiable like a howling Irish wolfhound crossed
with a growling British bulldog.
In the early 1970s, there was a plan to bring
Paisley and Labour peer Frank Pakenham together
for talks. As deputy editor of The Catholic Herald,
your correspondent was assigned to make an initial
phone call to Paisley and duly identified himself
and the paper.
'You mean The Roman Catholic Herald; he said
in that voice of his, sounding like a hammer on
the hull of the Titanic in Harland & Wolff's yard,
Belfast.
What a character in the latterday cantos of the
Divine Comedy.

Paddy's Biography?
The late Padraig Pearce McGuinness was given
a multi-media wake of Finnegans scale, Frank
Devine's panegyric in these pages being deeply
affecting.
Modestly your correspondent points out
that McGuinness was first named in the same
paragraph with Samuel Johnson (and Jonathan
Swift) in this column [Annalr 1/2007].
All that remains to b e done is a McGuinness
biography. Your correpondent nominates Peter
Coleman for the task. In his biographies of James
McAuley, Barrie Humphries and Bruce Beresford,
h e has shown an ability to link the words of his
subjects with their lives and times - and do it
tersely which is what is needed with McGuinness's
humungous output.
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One aspect of McGuinness's career has always tandem like The Washington Post and Newsweek.
intrigued: his 1960s stint as an economist at
Another might have been. As things have
the Moscow Narodny Bank, London, generally turned out, the abrupt closure of The Bulletin
perceived as part of his progress to Hackdom's may well be symptomatic of the inability of the
money-pie men of Luxembourg-based CVC
News Limited and Fairfax.
There he won the equivalent of a Johnsonian Capital to transform the Packer legacy.
If they similarly fumble the Nine Network,
sedan chair and, allowing for inflation, 1000
guineas per annum, in other words a red Mercedes James Packer (with a little help from Lachlan
Murdoch) may get the equivalent of his late pa's
convertible and $250,000 pa.
The Moscow Narodny Bank, however, was not Alan Bond.
simply a branch office. It was the Soviet Union's
Harry's Game
interface with western capitalism at a time when
London's 'invisible exports' of financial expertise
In the kerfuffle about the leakage of Harry
were unmatched; a time also when the Soviet Wales's active service in Afghanistan through New
Union, still operating its terror apparat of forced Idea., and more decisively The Drudge Report, one
labour camps such as the notorious Kohyma point seems to have been forgotten.
gold mines, n eeded to exchange its revenues for
By his stubborn courage, he has probably saved
stronger currencies.
the monarchy for his father,
As an economist
Charles.
was McGuinness aware
Less attention has been
of this and, therefore,
paid to Prince Andrew's
complicit? Or was he - your
·. criticism of US-Iraq policies,
correspondent's preferred
., specifically the ignoring
hunch - a mole for a
of British advice on how
western intelligence agency
to win the peace by not
not too far from Canberra?
disbanding the Iraqi army
In any case, the · ·, st:tould pe: al.sctioo.l and c.ollf;l.g e .
and
not purging the Ba'ath
biography has a ready- · · instead ;of holding position$ of ,,.; party in toto.
trust arld certicilurn~nt tte Wh() .
made title in McGuinness's
His remark that the
Would deal with tAemkuccessiJuy
Sydney Morning Herald,
British had some experience
must be, firstly, honest and truthful
death notice, its key word :
in the area could not be
and,
secondly, familiar with
'Unrepentant:
more pertinent. The British,
and favourably incUned to their
It is a word that connotes
for good and ill, created
something need s to be
manners arid customs if not to
Iraq, and the adjacent Iran.
repented. In that connotation,
mercy may abide.
Early Call

First, be hone,s:t · ·

an-d

tr.uthfal.·
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Little needs to be added
to the obituary of The
Bulletin, written in the previous issue by one of
its most distinguished and effective editors, Peter
Coleman.
Wh en your correspondent flew here in 1960
(Comet IV jet), h e saw the magazine's cover as
symbolic of suburban red brick, outback bulldust
and rusty corrugated iron, its prose salt-pan
brilliant.
His first short story - Rafferty Resting appeared in its pages when the redoubtable
Patricia Rolfe was literary editor. Back in London
during the middle Sixties, he was an occasional
i,tringer and continued a freelance association after
returning to Australia in 1973.
And thereby hangs an exchange of letters with
Conrad Black, between his departing Fairfax and
his present travails, suggesting he acquire The
Bulletin and The Canberra Times to run them in

Barak Obama is too good
to be true, Hillary Clinton
.• > .f:~~ ·:\-..:.:_/·.
too true to be good. The
Republican John McCain?
He will win the presidency - heroes before
hasbeens and wannabees - unless Clinton and
Obama form a joint Democratic ticket.

Double Vision
As it is with the gospels, so it is with
newspapers: you need to read more than one for
a synoptic view. The private financial affairs of
Rupert Murdoch's mother, Dame Elizabeth, have
been aired in both News Limited and Fairfax
journals.
In the The Australian (Mar 6), the Nicola
Berkovic/ Susannah Moran report was headlined:
Dame Elizabeth appeals against tax office ruling.
In The Sydney Morning Herald (Same date),
the Vanda Carson report was h eadlined: How
Murdoch left his mother up tax creek.
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A petty dispute over tax liabilty on $85 million
arising from the administration of trust funds.

Mai Content
During his tenure as PM, one of Malcolm
Fraser's b etter deeds was the establishment of
the Special Broadcasting Service. In recent times,
how~ver, SBS has been criticised for its maladroit
advertising, advertising that is not longer confined
to the beginning and end of programmes.
Hohum. Watch as little as possible and when
watching is necessary tape-record and zap through
the ads (plu s promos). But these can become so
banal, so blatant that they wreck a programme.
Case in point: Mike Carlton's series on
Indonesia. Here was one of Australia's most
inelligent and incisive reporters returning to the
patch where he forged his early reputation. Yet ads
(plus promos) constantly vitiated the continuity,
authority, momentum and pertinence of his work.
Under international law, authors now have
moral rights in their work., rights that ensure
the overall integrity of the work is respected.
Television journalists of Carlton's calibre should
have similar rights.

Lit Dole
Two of the country's most distinguished authors
- Christopher Koch and Gerald Murnane - have
been awarded Australia Council grants of $50,000
each. Hip, hip hooray? Not exactly. The awards
were made on the basis each earned an average
annual income of less than $40,000 a year.
It's been said b efore but it's worth saying again:
arts bureaucrats earn more disbursing funds than
recipients of the funds. There must b e a better
way. Ireland's tax free status for professional
artists? Or even television and radio stations
paying authors for feature, as distinct from news,
interviews?

Banks Again
The Reserve Bank of Australia justifies its rate
rises as a means of fighting inflation. Fair enough
in so far as anything is in the dark, pseudo-science
of economics.
How then do Australia's trading banks justify
raising their rates even higher than the Reserve
Bank rates given that the latter are finely calculated
and the former an additional element - rat bane
added to homeopathic arsenic - causing pain to
those buying homes on a mortgage?
Essentially trading bank executives believe they

must maintain their shareholder profit margins
(profit-linked executive remuneration packages
are rarely mentioned here as factors).
Yet even under the American constitution,
which tends to the plutocratic, shareholder profit
is not an inalienable right. A US congressional
committee has arraigned top executives to explain
why their remuneration packages still go up as the
economy goes down. The boss of the American
Federal Reserve Bank, Ben Bernanke, has called
on lenders to reduce the principal borrowed to
lessen the risk of foreclosure.
Those who invest in shares must take
losse s as well as profits. Otherwise where are
the untramelled market forces of laissez faire
capitalism, widely admired except in papal social
justice encyclicals?

Rudd's Ton
The ritual of the First 100 Days started with
the late President J ohn F Kennedy. Too much
to expect hacks seeking news p egs and political
spinners up for space to miss the opportunity of
PM Kevin Rudd's century of days.
But Rudd out-did Kennedy by having a
brochure ready to proclaim his achievements.
Lead time on researching, editing, designing and
printing the brochure? Say 5.5 days. So what we
were regaled with was the First 94.5 Days.
The achievements? Sorry to Aborigines. The
announcment of a 20/ 20 summit of the 1000 Best
and Brightest. Eh? The term 20/ 20 is associated
with hindsight.
Best and Brightest is redolent of irony and
infamy since the great journalist David Halberstam
used it to describe those wonderful people who
gave America Vietnam.
When he was PM, Paul Keating, talked of
his ability 'to switch to vaudeville' Rudd seems
to go for orchestra conducting. But while h e is
into Rimsky-Korsakov, Th e Flight of the Bumble
B ee - busy, busy, bu sy - some of his colleagues
are into their own loony tunes. How else explain
pre-budget leaks about cutting payments to carers
of the disabled?
More important, in the context of the remainder
of Rudd's 1094 days, will be his Government's
Last Hundred Days. Think Napoleon Bonoparte
and Waterloo (providing Brendan Nelson can turn
himself into Wellington b efore Malcolm Turnbull
grabs the boots).
StiJl the best hope: Peter Costello deciding he
is Blucher and riding decisively to the rescue.
(c) Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2008
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'Spaceship earth'

ENVIRONMENTALISM
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
HE POPULATION BOMB' offered up a number
of fictional scenarios that made the author's
predictions seem reasonable by comparison.
Scenario # 1 depicted an America of food riots,
ration cards, and street-corner 'Breath-a-life'
machines. Billions die of starvation.
In Scenario #2, one third of the world's population - more than
a billion people - died of a mysterious disease called Lassa Fever.
With an air of I-told-you-so, Ehrlich concluded the chapter by
writing, '[T]he lessons of overpopulation were clear for all to see?
Alas, in this scenario, we didn't listen to wise men like Ehrlich.

Scenario #3 was the 'optimistic' scenario. In this final conjecture,
'World action came too late for almost one billion people?

With impending doom on the horizon, what could we do to

f
1

prevent environmental disaster? Ehrlich implored his readers
to 'reverse the government's present system of encouraging
reproduction and replace it with a series of financial rewards and
penalties designed to discourage reproduction? To do this he
called for 'luxury taxes ... placed on layettes, cribs, diapers, diaper
services, expensive toys; and other seemingly benign items.
Responsibility Prizes would be awarded to couples who stayed
childless for five years or more and to men who underwent
vasectomies, and a cash lottery would be organized with
prize eligibility limited to small families. More sex education,
unlimited access to abortion, and easy availability of sterilization
were additional programs that would supposedly push society
in the right direction: 'Obviously, such measures should be
co-ordinated by a powerful government agency. A federal Bureau
of Population and Environment [BPE] should be set up to
determine the optimum population size for the United States
and devise measures to establish it . . . (T]he BPE also would
encourage more research on human sex determination?
-Daniel J. Flynn, Intellectual Morons: How ideology makes Smart Peoplefallfor Stupid
Ideas, Crown Forum New York, 2004, p.61. Professor Paul Ehrlich of Stanford
University wrote The Population Bomb in 1968. In it he made predictions about
the future of' Spaceship Earth'. Among other things, h e declared that the United
States, by 1984, 'will quite literally be dying.of thirst' [rev. ed. p.93].
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The Hunter Haunted by Ancestral Hunters

AN EPIC POEM FOR THE FEW

AMONG SO MANY
Reviewed by IAN MAcDoNALD
F POETRY is emotion
remembered in tranquillity
(argue with th e ghost
of William Wordsworth if
yo u wish), then Daniel
Mendelsohn has written an
-~......::11o:1
· epic poem in prose, at once
elegiac and life-affirming.
It is a poem concerning his globegirdling quest to ascertain the
circumstances in which his grandfather's
brother Shmiel (Samuel) Jaeger, wife
Ester and their four daughters, Lorca,
Frydka, Ruchele and Bronia met untimely,
cruel deaths in a Nazi alr.tion targeted
on their native Bolechow, a township
of long Austrian, Polish and Ukrainian
provenance as well as shorter Nazi and
Soviet dominance, set amid forests in the
foothills of the Carpathian Mountains in
Galicia.
Mendelsohn's inspirational emotion
b egan when he was a boy and relatives
in New York and Miami would weep
because he reminded them of his missing
great-uncle. The tears swept him into
early research, collecting fragments of
paper and asking his grandfather for
information
His youthful research sharpen ed
when he displayed a gift for languages
and began contributing to The New Yor/r.
Times Review efBoolcs, The New Yor/r. Times
Magazine and wrote The Elusive Embrace,
winning the National Book Critics Circle
Award for Excellence in Criticism and a
Guggenheim Fellowship.
But in Mendelsohn sharpness does
not connote narrown ess. His scholarly
breadth of vision enabled him to
perceive that his b eloved grandfather,
for all his reputation as a story-teller,
was concealing something of importance
about his brother. It also enabled him
to view sympathetically th e historical
context in which his relatives met their
fate.

The Lost: A Search for
Six of Six Million
By Daniel Mendelsohn
Fourth Estate/HarperCollins ($39.95)

He sums up the various, shifting
occupations endured by recounting the
folk tale about a peasant who boasted of
having lived in Au stria, Poland, Russia
and the Ukraine without leavng his
native village. He gives credit to a Pole of
the Catholic land-owning aristocracy for
making Boulechow a relatively safe and
amicable haven.
In every sense, his quest is painstaking;
he finds himself in Boulechow with his
brother Matt, a photographer, and other
siblings following chance clues into
dead-ends and meagre findings: a family
tombstone, the dusty road his relatives
walked to their deaths
During a visit to Auschwitz,
Mendelsohn d emonstrates his gift
for fresh perception. Naturally he 1s

CAMPION. . .

impressed by this former forced labour
camp, symbolic of all the Nazi death
camps. H e adds that multitudes did
not have even have the starving hope,
entailed in the labour camp motto: Arbeit
mach Frei - Work makes for Freedom.
Those multitudes were sent direct to
death camps or marched into forest
clearings to b e shot and buried in mass
graves.
Thus, his most terrifying and lingering
image is of the earth on such a mass
grave near Boulechow continuing to
move for days, those who were only
wounded struggling to rise from among
the dead ...
It is an image that acts as a corrective
to those who deny the Holocaust on the
basis that it was logstically impossible:
not enough fuel, not enough transport.
Uncited by Mendelsohn is the Australian
nurse, Muriel Knox-Doheny, who led the
first United Nations relief team into the
death camps. She pointed out that the
mass cremation pits used by the Nazis
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ACROSS CLUES
1.

4.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
18.

21.
22.
24.
25.
26.

Village and place of pilgrimage in central
Portugal ( 6)
A piece of parchment inscribed with
biblical passages and fixed to the doorpost
of a Jewish house (7)
One hundred and fiftieth anniversary (15)
'Il-ustworthy (6)
An event in the modern Olympics (8)
Bewilders (8)
County of SE England; horse drawn
carriage ( 6)
Book containing the prayers of the Mass (6)
Italian fresco painter and Franciscan
Friar, whose work includes "Coronation of
the Virgin" held by The Louvre in Paris (8)
Not fully grown or developed (8)
A bed or garden of roses (6)
Pope and Saint, Feastday 12th March (7,3,5)
Pride at being a member of the upper class (7)
In Greek mythology, the goddess of wisdom (6)

DOWN CLUES
1.

2.
3.
5.

.

Group of islands in the north Atlantic,
capital Thorshavn (7)
A chefs tall white hat (5)
To make or become damp (7)
Overcharges interest on a loan (7)

were engineered so that no added fuel
was necessary: the dead burned in their
own body fat.
The Boulechow visi t, seemingly a
failure, triggered a grapevine phone
call from the other side of the world,
Australia, and Jack Greene, a Jewish
snrvivor from Boulechov who had dated
Shmiel's daughter, Krysta. H e knows
other survivors who knew great-uncle,
Shmiel and bis wife Ester and their other
daughters.
The phone call results in Mendelsohn
flying to Australia, accompanied by his
younger brother, Matt, their destination,
Sydney's Bellevue Hill. The name does

6.
7.
8.
13.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
23.

Contrary to nature; abnonnal (9)
Corona (7)
Name given to Paul by the people of
Lystra (Acts 14:12) (6)
A vjolent attack (9)
Corrupt (7)
Horizontal slats in a window that admit air (7)
A collection of sacred writings of
·
Zoroastrianism (6)
An article of clothing (7)
Extensive slaughter (7)
Binge (5)
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not spell real-estate triumphalism for a
New Yorker like Mendelsohn. As for Matt,
he can't get over the fact that a bunch of
old Polish Jews should be living so close
to surf heaven, Bondi Beach.
In the lift going up to Jack Greene's
apartment, Matt indicates the installer's
name plate: Schindler.
'We're in Schindler's Lift,' he says, a
tribute to Tom Keneally's great work.
Mendelsohn's eye for detail is in his
spotting that Jack Greene, who changed
his name from Grunschlag, still speaks
with a Polish-Jewish accent while his
younger brother Bob, who did not
change, speaks like an Australian. He
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also notes the modern furnishing of the
apartment by way of contrast with the
heirloom furnishing of his New York
family's homes. The people he is talking
to had to travel fearfully and light.
The work is of superlative quality: a
hunter haunted by the ghost of Jaegers
(hunter in German). What lifts it to the
highest rank is the way Mendelsohn
interleaves the account of his quest with
interpretations of the Torah by two great
scholars, one mediaeval French, Rabbi
Shlomo hen Itzhak, known as Rashi, the
other Rabbi Richard Eliot Friedman,
American modern.
In their contrasting interpretation of
Cain and Abel, the first sibling rivals,
he finds clues to primordial inter-racial
rivalry He amplifies this through their
exegesis of Adam and Eve and the Tree
of Knowledge as well as the story of
Noah' Ark.
His scholarship encompasses Virgil's
Aeneid to give us lacrimae rerum - the
tears of things. Throughout h is work,
Mendelsohn cites the manifold archival
resources about the Holocaust available,
particularly on the Internet.
Could his work have been cut?
Probably, and too easily. This, however,
would have been like cutting six candle
holders from the seven-branch menora,
convenient in space terms but lessening
the light to shadowy places.
What Mendelsohn has done in the
tone of his book is re-create a sense of
the power of word of mouth, a power
be learned as a child listening to his
grandfather's meandering stories.
Word of mouth conveyed the
primordial creation stories before they
were written down in the Torah, basis
of the Old Testament; word of mouth
conveyed the stories about Jesus Christ
that became the written New Testament.
Apropos.
Mendelsohn
makes
admirable use of Jewish genealogies.
He inspires remembrance of the great
New Testament, J ewish genealogy the Jesse Tree - detailing the ancestry
of Jesus Christ, and goes a long way to
validating the truth of the Christian-Jew
Benjamin d'Israeli's remark: 'Christianity
is completed Judaism or it is nothing:
(Minor cavils: an index would have
been helpful and Matt Mendelsohn's
photographs are worthy of more space
and higher quality reproduction).
I.AN MAcDONALD, the pen-name of a prominent Sydney
journalist and author.

The Water Horse: Legend of
the Deep
Some say the Loch Ness Monster was
created by hacks on a slow-news day in
1920s Beet Street, others that it has an
older provenance including sightings by
the monks of Fort Augustus Abbey.
Inspired by these extremes comes a
new movie version based on Dick KingSmith's book about Angus (Alex Etel)
and his discovery during World War II
of a rock-like egg which hatches into
water-horse foal.
Under th e name, Crusoe, it grows
at such an alarming rate it has to be
shifted from bathtub to loch by way of a
goldfish fountain.
But its lo ch frolics with Angus are
threatened by the billeting of an artillery
unit on the mansion where Angus lives
with his mother, Anne (Emily Watson)
and sister Kirstie (Priyanka Xi).
The unit's task is to protect the loch
from German submarines, raising the
possibility of an epic battle between a
U-boat and Crusoe. The plot, however,
including a sly sequence showing how
hacks could have faked the Loch Ness
monster tale, is not that simple.
In an exciting plot twist, the
conclusion is left open-ended. Set in a
landscape which mixes Scotland and
New Zealand (plus its Weta Digital
Workshops for the computer generated
Crusoe), the movie is a charming version
of an enduring piece of media myth
and/ or folklore.
PG***SFFV

3:10 to Yuma
Minor classic directed in 1957 by
Delmer Daves, original story Elmore
Leonard, script Halstead Welles, stars
Glenn Ford and Van Heflin.
Is the 50th anniversary remake
necessary? Only in marketing terms :
introduce new generations to the work
by casting Russell Crowe and Christian
Bale in the Glenn Ford and Van Heflin
parts of a charming villain and a dirtpoor but honest farmer who needs the
bounty for getting the villain onto the
train for Yuma - and jail.
In the casting there is a modicum of
continuity. Glenn Ford and Van Heflin
were character-actor stars (as was
Spencer Tracy) . So, too, are Crowe and
Bale.
Nonetheless, the movie is far from its

Mov1Es
B!J JAMES

MURRAY

hero of Hollywood backlots, trade
unions and the White House: Ronald
Reagan.

Moliere

origins, more Sergio (Fisifid ofDollars)
Leone than classic western. But even
Or Jean Baptiste Poquelin, the actorLeone would have hesitated in the playwright with a de facto claim to
redemptive showdown to equip the . having invented farce with heart, and
villain with pistols, the butts of which the comedy of manners, paradoxically
were emblazoned with crucifixes, yet tends to be cursed with over-reverential
another example of the slack use of readings.
Catholic symbols.
Writer/ director Laurent Tirard and
MAI 5+*-lrlcNFFV co-writer Gregoire Vigneron provide a
super corrective. They fill a mystery gap
Charlie Wilson's War
in Moliere's life by having him meet the
In the title role Tom Hanks once again originals of the characters who have
shows his peerless talent range as the made his plays timeless (Le Misanthrope,
well-lunched, womanising, good ol' boy Tamifle., Le Bourgeois Genti!homme).
And they have assembled an
congressman who engineered America's
appropriately
starry cast led by Romain
covert Afghanistan intervention against
Duris
as
Moliere/Tartuffe,
a cast which
the Soviet Union in the 1980s.
includes
Fabrice
Luchini
who, as
also
That the intervention meant lifting
the
bourgeois
Jourdain,
shows
the
budget appropriations from $5 million
to $1 billion only adds to the dollar- style in which a subtle veteran can
counterpoint the bravura of a youngster
crazed scale of American politics.
Wilson was spurred by a Texas like Duris.
Yet the movie's key role is Elmire
millionairess, Joanne Herring, played
(Laura
Morante) Jourdain's wife and
by Julia Roberts in a mix of silk and
mother
of h is daughter. Morante is at
raw-hide, minx and matriarch, except for
once
demure
and beguiling in enduring
her hairdo. This gives her an unsettling
of the catty marquise
his
fanciful
pursuit
resemblance to another matriarchal
Celemene
(Ludivine
Sagnier) at the
power-figure, Kath Day-Knight (Jane
urging of the crafty nobleman Dorante
Turner in Kath and Kim).
Nice to see CIA agent Gust (Edouard Baer).
Tirard and Vigneron make Elmire's
Avrakotos (Ph ilip Seymour-Hoffman)
educating Charlie on the superiority love for Moliere/Tartuffe begin with a
of The McCallan, a single-malt whisky, text he has written before she moves
over blended Chivas Regal, and less from demure to passionate and a
successfully trying to educate him on Molieres que conclusion which is also
the unintended consequences of covert moral.
Moliere's precision in language, his
intervention.
balance,
his cutting edge surely owed
Supporting players include Emily
Blunt, Ken Stott, Ned Beatty, Orn Puri something, positive and negative, to his
and Amy Adams, the latter stealing education by the Jesuits ( omitted from
scenes as Wilson's wide-eyed but sharp the script).
The marvellous Tizard-Vigneron
assistant, Bonnie Bach.
variation
is in period but up to the
The movie, smooth, witty, glossy,
minute
in
timing. It may well do for
could have been ripped from the pages
movie
versions
of Moliere what Henry V
of Vanity Fair magazine. It is, however,
did
for
Shakespeare,
Pride and Prejudice
based on a biography of Wilson by
for
Jane
Austen
and
Superman for
George Crile.
Marvel
Comics.
Director Mike Nicholas and
TBA****NFFV
scriptwriter Aaron (West Wing) Sorkin
could have been less slyly satirical and
more explicit about the consequent rise
of the Taliban ;md al Qa'ida and the
current conflict in Afghanistan.
No mention of them. And no cameo
role for the president at the time, that
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The Dinner Guest
Proof of Moliere's timelessness is
intrinsic to this whip-smart com~y
in which director Laurent Bouhnik,
inspired by David Pharao' s novel and

play, works up a splendid variation of Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme.

Rather than 18th century etiquette,
Bouhnik focuses on the protocols,
including bungee jumping, that govern
selection for management positions in
the progressive world.
Gerard (Daniel Auteuil) and his
wife Colette (Valerie Lemerci er) are
measuring their life in the controlled
d esperation of unemployment after he
.
reaches the deadline year: 50.
When, through the French equivalent
of Centrelink, he gets the nod for a
position with a French global company
specialising in packaging, it's champagne
time.

But the cork cannot be popped
until he and his wife have successfully
entertained the boss of bosses Bonnot
(Artus de Penguern). Panic? Mais non.
Their neighbour Alexandre (Thierry L'
Hermite) is a consultant who advises
them on what they need to do.
Except Alexandre also has hi s
problems. This is a slow-burning
comedy which explodes in laughter
and scintillating ensemble playing and
has the universal appeal of a satire that
quietly acknowledges the world is mad,
its deadly sin: avarice.
PG* * **SFFV

Lars and the Real Girl
Lars (Ryan Gosling) has to decide
whether Bianca, a life-size, mail-order
doll, or his colleague Margo (Kelli
Garner) is his Real Girl.
His brother Gus (Paul Schneider),
sister-in-law Karin (Emily Mortimer) and
the other inhabitants of their isolated
township go along with him, making
Bianca part of their isolated, northern
community.
Sounds icky. But director Craig
Gillespie, writer Nancy Oliver and the
fine ensemble cast keep the situation
this side of wry - except for the ending
which pushes the premise to absurdity,
lea,ing Gosling, a young lion of talent,
looking like - inevitable pun - a
c ru re goose.
PG***SFFV

The Painted Veil
Director John Curran and writer
Ron Nyswaner's version of the Somerset
Ma ugh am classic of infidelity redeemed
is less another remake than a screen
ttihute to an old master of fiction.

Official
Classifications key
G: .for general exhibition; PG:
parental guidance recommended
for persons Lind~r_: 15 years:
M 15+: ·re c9m~ended fo r
mature audient~(J:s :years _and
over; MA JS+: r estrictions apply
to persons under the age of 15;
R 18+: Rest rict ed to adul ts,
18 years·~~d civ_er. ·

Annals supplementary
advice
SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing;
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
Th e 1934 original starred Greta
Garbo, Herbert Marshall and George
Brent; a 1957 remake, entitled The
Seventh Sin, starred Eleanor Parker, Bill
'!ravers and George Sanders.
Naomi Watts is no Greta Garbo.
But she is a player too long underrated. Few could do frailty turning to
fortitude the way she does Kitty Fane,
facing an epidemic in China while
caught between easy passion for the cad
Charlie Townsend (Liev Schreiber) and
.reluctant admiration for her husband,
the self-sacrificing doctor Walter Fane
(Edward Norton, upper lip as stiff as a
frozen Union Jack).
Add to them the consular official
Waddington who as played by Toby
Jones is seedy eno ugh to create the
Chelsea Flower Show on his own.
Further add Diana Rigg as a Mother
Superior holding an orphanage and its
children as a prayerful redoubt against
the epidemic.
This is an American-Chinese
co-production. The locations are
hauntingly b eautiful and Maugham's
story again proves its quality.
Masterly? Not quite. The Garbo
version ran to 83 minutes, the Parker
version to 94 minutes. The Watts version
runs to 125 minutes. Confucius he say:
You can have too much of a good thing.
M***NFFV

The Savages
In a movie world of glitz and
schlock, frayed-edge decency is one
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of the most difficult elements on
which to base a movie. Writer/ director
Tamara Jenkins d oes it in tackling the
problem of children having to deal
with a parent who has entered into a
second childhood, otherwise known as
dementia.
In the title roles, Jenkins has a
superlative cast: Laura Linney, gone
brunette, plays Wendy Savage, a flakey,
wannabe playwright, her brother Jon is
Philip Seymour Hoffman, a dozy but still
ambitious academic and Philip Bosco, in
a career-enhancing role, is their father,
Lenny, irascible, abrupt, pitiable.
Jenkins opens with a sequence
located in Sun City, Arizona, a Zimmer
frame and golf-buggy paradise for the
superannuated. When Lenny's partner
dies, he is thru st from Eden and his
children have to find him a new home.
Not easy. But Linney and Hoffman
maintain a show of endurance to ensure
that their father lives out his life as
comfortably as possible.
And Tamera Jenkins includes an end
twist that should be remembered by all
who make movie s about the afflicted.
Wendy gets a play out of the experience,
Jon an academic paper abo ut laughter in
the face of death.
In other words, there is an
exploitation factor at work. (Graham
Greene's 'splinter of ice' in the heart of
the artist) .
M** **NFFV

Sharkwater
The early sequences of marine
biologist Rob Stewart are so enthralling
they convince you of his belief that
sharks are not ravenous predators but
shy creatures, afraid of human beings.
He even manages to give one a hug.
Unfortunately in furthering his research
into the cruelties of long-line fishing
to supply the multi-billion dollar Asian
market for shark fin, he teams up with
the crew of the Ocean Warrior, run by
The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society.
Their rambuctious antics break the
enthralment. But it returns in Stewart's
closing sequences, some of the most
beautful ever filmed.
PG****SFFV

Brick Lane
Is the East End of London most
famous multi-cultural enclave. Working
faithfully from Monica Ali's best-seller

of the same title, director Sarah Gavron
and writers Abi Morgan and Laura Jones
bring Nazneen (Tannishtha Chatterjee)
in an arranged marriage to Chanu
(Satish Kaushik) which has produced
two daughters.
Nazneen becomes a seamstress ( one
pound per pair of designer jeans) to help
her husband pay off the local money
lender Mrs Islam (Lalita Ahmed). And in
the course of her work, she meets Karim
(Christopher Simpson).
What begin as a standard triangle
becomes something more profound
after the 9/1 loutrage in New York.
This terrifies Nazneen and radicalises
Karim while inspiring Chanu to make a
statement about Islam of the heart being
better than terror before returning home
to Bangladesh.
It also inspires Nazneen to seek her
own way in what is now her home:
England.

might have overdone the aliteration: Run,
Runt,Run.
Add to this, the runt runs first from
Libby (the magnetic Thandie Newton)
on their wedding day and subsequently
finds himself competing to win her,
and their bastard son, Jake, (Matthew
Fenton) against the formidable Whit
(Hank Azaria) high-powered Yank exec
and marathon runner.
When Dennis decides to compete
against Whit in a charity run, he does
have helpers who include his feckless
mate Gordon (Dylan Moran) and his
landlord's daughter Maya (India de
Beaufort).
The scene is set for a mock-heroic
climax with the twist of, what else but an
ankle?
The American, David (Friends)
Schwimmer, directs this classic sub-Ealing
comedy with all the flair of someone
born in Blackpool or Southend on Sea.
M***NFFV

Before the Devil
Knows Your Dead

10,000 BC

Andy (Philip Seymour Hoffman)
in an opening sexual bout with Gina
(Marisa Tomei) sets the moral tone for
this dark thriller. He appears dissolute
but resolute in turning her from trophy
wife to trollop.
And veteran director Sidney Lumet
pushes the movie into Oedipal depths
by having Andy set up his brother Hank
(Ethan Hawke) to carry out the robbery
of a Mom (Rosemary Harris) and Pop
(Albert Finney) business.
The robbery goes wrong. Mom dies.
And Pop in a swirling mix of frustration
with police inactivity and growing
suspicion seeks vengeance. Themendous
ensemble cast. Gripping plot despite an
over tricksy, non-linear edit.
Scriptwriter Kelly Masterson's title
incidentally is part of the Irish saying
which begins, 'May you be in heaven for
half-an- hour...'
There is little that is Irish about the
plot, much that is mean, nasty and
avaricious.
TBA***NFFV

Run, Fat Boy, Run
Is replete with the rude, British
humour that used to be confined to
seaside postcards. Its improbabilities
include Simon Pegg in the title role. Pegg
is by no means fat. More a runt. But that

Writer/ director Roland Emmerich has
a steamer-trunk imagination comparable
to the great Victorian yarn-spinners
Arthur Conan Doyle, Rider Haggard and
Jules Verne.
He also has Computer Generated
Images to aid him in implementing his
visions. Here it is a past world where a
clan of mountain people rely on the
migration of wooly mammoths for their
annual equivalent of Big Macs.
When a band of slave traders carry off
clan members including Evolet (Camilla
Belle), her sweetheart D'Leh (Steven
Strait) leads a rescue team across a
landscape, part lunar, part African, part
New Zealand into the realm of tribe that
sacrifices human beings in the style of
South America's Aztecs.
Undoubtely the most awesome of the
pre-historic creatures they encounter is a
monstrous sabre-toothed tiger. But what
appear to be giant turkeys are a more apt
symbol for the movie (with the proviso
that turkeys can be enjoyable).
M***NFFV

Paranoia Park
Director Gus Van Sant has colonised
the chilly, lonesome territory of Teen
Alienation. He focuses on the titular
skateboarder haunt in Portland, Oregan
where Alex (Gabe Evans, a camera
natural) hangs-out.
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From Alex's point of view, Van
Sant and his cinematographers Chris
Doyle and Rain Kathy Li, using a mix
of Super 8 and 35 millimetre film,
minimising sound levels and working
from Blake Nelson's novel, capture the
swooping beauty of the lonely crowd of
skateboarders.
But Van Sant structures the movie so
that the intervention of Detective Richard
Lu (Dan Lui, absolutely professional)
involves the audience in sharing the
sense of alienation as Lu questions the
seemingly innocent Alex.
Not until relatively late do we learn
what Lu is investigating and what Alex
is hiding. Only then do we realise the
question that will haunt him as it will
us: did the hard cop let up on a lonely
kid because he recognised himself in the
kid and remembered the Christian folk
wisdom: There but for the grace of God.
M***NFFV

The Secret of the Grain
Writer/ director Abdellatif Kechhiche
and his cinematographer Lubomir
Bakchev open this melodrama with a
finely controlled sequence in the sunny
but run-down port of Sete in south east
France.
Shipyard worker Slimane (Habib
Boufares) in a way reminiscent of a
number of recent movies, is made
redur:idant under the anarchic avarice of
global capitalism.
Again reminiscently, he has a saving
dream, in his case, with the help of
his broken family, transforming an
old steamer into a floating restaurant
specialising in the grain better known
as cous cous, rival to mashed spuds and
rice the trendy world over.
In his role Boufares is grandly stoic.
Not so the rest of the ensemble cast:
Hafsia Hezi, Faridah Benkhetache and
Abdelhamid Aktouche.
Their characters are on loose tongue,
Kechhiche failing to maintained his
opening conttol Instead he allows them
to extemporise. not simply carrying plot
exposition but repeating it like demented
actors waiting for a ghost Oscar.
Result: 148 minutes of running time
including a sequence which makes bellydancing boring while allowing Kechhive
to intercut with his hero Slimane as he·
comes to the drama's exhausted ending.
M***SFFV

Rendition
Cape Town.
Cairo. Chicago.
Washington: Director Gavin Hood and
cinematographer Dion Beebe create a
wide-ranging geo-political context for
Kelly Sane's script about the morally
repugnant tactic of delivering terrorist
suspects from jurisdictions where torture
is illegal to those where it is practised.
Caught in this nexus is Egyptian-born,
US-based Anwar El Ibrahimi (Omar
Metwally) and his American wife Isabella
(Reese Witherspoon).
CIA anti-terrorist chief Corrinne
Whitman (Meryl Streep, cold as a
fridge, steely as a filing cabinet) needs
to establish why El Ihrahimi, a chemical
engineer who has not taken out American
citizenship, appears to have had mobile
phone contact with a terrorist group.
Douglas Freeman (Jake Gyllenhall) is
the CIA field agent assigned to observe.
The chief torturer is the Cairo intelligence
chief (Igal Naor) whose daughter has
been spotted by terrorists as means of
killing him.
Will El Ihrami confess to anything to
get off the hook (literally)? Will Isabella
free him through a friendly political aide
(Peter Sarsgaard)? Or will Freeman's
decency prevail against his orders?
Hood and Sane wind the tension to
breaking point before the final answer.

diversified by fantasies and flashbacks
to life with his family, and his father
(Max Von Sydow).
Ahnaric, Croze and Seigner make for
an impeccable triangulation of talent
He captures the once rakish, man about
town, now helpless yet outhlinking
death. Croze is an angel of mercy with
touches of mischief, Seigner, the carer
muse, who aids him in re-creating his
life letter by letter.
The movie does have religious
facets: a visit to Lourdes, profane
rather than devout, and prayers for
Jean-Dominique's recovery, both
mischieviously linked by the great JeanPierre Cassel doubling the roles of a
priest and a seller of pious objects.
Jean-Dominique Bauby died in 1997.
Unanswered prayers? Surely not. For
a hack like Bauby to have a fine book
published 10 days before his death
might be a different answer. But it was
an answer.
Indeed, a small miracle like the
movie, a Franco-American co-production
overseen by Kathleen Kennedy.

MA15+****NFFV

In the Valley of Elah
Elah is the place where David met

One blinking eye is all that stands
between Elle editor-in-chief JeanDominique Bauby (Mathieu Amalric)
and living negation after a catastrophic
stroke.
One eye and two carers, Henriette
Durand (Marie-Josee Croze) and Celine
Desmoulin (Emmanuelle Seigner) who
sound out a special alphabet board,
letter by letter, and interpret his blinks:
one blink for 'oui: two for 'non'.
From this situation, director Julian
IPinahel and scriptwriter Ronald
Ha ood have made a movie of
p ~ impact, located mainly in the
Berclr.. lbririme H ospital, haunted by
the ghoi. of its founder, the Empress
Eugenie.
The impact• imensified by Schnabel
and cinemat ~ Janusz Kaminski's
~-hing us the patient's point of view

MA15+***NFFV

Sleuth

Glob.-1 War-m ing

MA15+***NFFV

The Diving Bell and the
Butterfly (Le Scaphandre
et le Papillon)

and killed Goliath. But writer/ director
Paul Haggis and co-writer Mark Boal
do not make it immediately clear who
is David and who is Goliath in this
thriller which is less about the Iraq
war than one of its consequences:
the disappearance of Mike Deerfield
(Jonathan Tucker) from his base, Fort
Rudd (no kidding), after active service
in Baghdad.
His father Hank (Tommy Lee Jones)
leaves his wife Joan (Susan Sarandon)
to seek his missing son. That Hank is
not only a Vietnam veteran hut an
ex-military policeman may h e too
convenient. Jones does, however, lend
him a gritty, laconic authenticity as he
unravels the military cover-up on his
son's disappearance, and the battlefield
reason why.
He is assisted reluctantly at first by
a local cop Emily Sanders (Charlize
Theron in non-glam mode). When truth
emerges from the fog of war and the
fudging of peace, Haggis relies on that
secular icon, the Stars and Stripes, to
show who is David and who is Goliath.
Hint: the latter is not (repeat not)
Saddam Hussein but a benign-seeming,
old Yankee gent.

Cyclic?
he cultivation of grapes for winemaking was extensive through
the southern portion of England
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So deftly constructed is Anthony
Shaffer's original work that it makes
you realise why we talk of playwrights:
craftsmen not merely of words but of
character s and stage tricks, who put
together solid pieces seemingly built of
oak or, in this case ehnwood, traditional
wood for coffins.
Which makes superfluous the glossy
camerawork veneer with which director
Kenneth Branagh and cinematographer
Haris Zamharloukos have overlayed the
original.
In addition, Harold Pinter's
adaptation tinkers too much, even
perversely, with the original. particularly
in the language where it sometimes
sounds as if he is on a productivity
bonus for the number of expletives
non-deleted he can insert into the
dialogue.
Yet it is a sign of the orginal's
strength that it it is still as totally
compelling a two-hander as it was in
1972 when Shaffer adapted his own
play and Joseph L Mankiewicz (last
movie) directed Laurence Olivier and

Michael Caine as rivals in love, the
former a celebrated author, the latter
an upstart.
Now Caine takes on the author role
and Jude Law the upstart. Caine doesn't
do cravat, country-house posh like
Olivier. But he can do cold ruthlessness.
And does it like a bayonet flashing from
a freezer. Law? Never more desperately
convincing. Maybe because as main
producer he had overall responsibility
for the adaptation.
MAIS+****NFFV

The Spiderwick Chronicles
Two Freddie Highmores for the
price of one go in director Mark Waters
fantasy adventure. Plus Joan Plowright.
Highmore plays identical twins : Jared,
wild, Simon, tame.
Plowright plays great-aunt Lucinda
committed to an asylum because no one
will believe her tales about the mansion
where she lived with her vanished,
eccentric papa (David Strathairn).
Decayed, haunted mansion where
Jared and 'Simon come to live and
start seeing peculiar creatures? But,
of course. Initially, their sister Mallory
(Sarah Bolger) and their mother (Mary
Louise Parker) disbelieve them? Again,
of course. But all's well that end's well?
Yet again, of course.
The critical tone here may well be
the res ult of fantasy fatigue. Warning:
Nick Nolte, not the least fearsome
of actors, plays the chief peculiar
creature in benign mode. In computer
generated mode, the creature is beyond
Nolte peculiar, too monstrous for the
very young - or oldsters suffering from
dilerium tremen.r.
M**SFFV

The Black Balloon
Is a metaphor for autism. Drawing
on family experience, director Elissa
Down and her co-writer ( credited as
Jimmy the Exploder) give us more than
m etaphor through the performances
of Rhys Wakefield and Luke Ford
as siblings Thomas and Charlie
Mollinson, the latter autistic, the former
caught between embarrassment and
fraternity.
Gemma Ward makes a welcome
d ebut as Jackie, a girlfrend, showing
an earthier aspect than in her ethereal
fashion images. As Maggie, the mother
of the family, Toni Collette once again

deploys her talent and international
prestige in the service of a small
independent movie.
Ironically Ford's performance as
the austistic sibling is so convincing it
makes you wonder whether this kind
of material would not b e better done as
straight documentary.
M****NFFV

Definitely, Maybe
Writer/ director Adam Brook.s's
romantic comedy is set during Bill
Clinton's 1992 campaign, Clinton being
involved only peripherally.
In flashbacks , the h ero Will Hayes
(Ryan Reynolds) relates his love
life with Emily (Elizabeth Banks),
April (Isla Fisher) and Summer
(Rachel Weisz) to his daughter Maya
(Abigail Breslin). Amu sing but there
is a slight yuck factor in a child actor
being involved in such a slick, smart,
sophisticated comedy which turns on
which of the women is her mother.
PG**SFFV

The Mist
Is not quite thick eno ugh to cover
holes in the plot. But writer-director
Frank Darabont, working from a
Stephen King novella, engenders from
his cast, his sp ecial effects crew and
his cameras team a high scare/ yuck
quotient.
That the cast are trapped in a
supermarket by monsters escaped
from a military laboratory adds to the
quotient. They include Marcia Gay
Harden as Mrs Darmody, a cliche
religious fanatic, natch, rather than, say,
a fundamentalist Greenie convinced
the phenomenon is the result of global
warming; Andre Brauger as Brent
Norton, a sceptical lawyer and Toby
Jones as Ollie, a crackshot, who slays
the monsters in the aisles.
The final plot twist turns on that
old Latin tag Dum spiro, spero - while
there's life there's hope - unforgettable.
Unlike the movie.
MAlS+**NFFV

Dan in Real Life
Is Dan Burns (Steve Carel}) a
widower with three daughters and
a newspaper column. He has a Ma
(Dianne Wiest), Pa (John Mahoney)
and an extended family of siblings.
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On a weekend trip to his parents on
Rhode Island, h e encounters - and it's a
bookworm encoun~er - Marie (Juliette
Binoche) only to be gobsmacked when
he meets her again: she is the girlfriend
of his brother Mitch (Dane Cook,
ill-cast).
Director Peter Hedges, his co-writer
Pierce Gardner and their ensemble
press vintage laughter from the
situation.
Carell, who has made his name in
broader comedy is subtle, restrained
and all the funnier for it. Binoche
shows none of the constraint exhibited
by French players in Hollywood movies.
In fact, it is she who sets the comedy's
allegro tempo.
Worth the price of admission if only
for a discreetly shot Carell- Binoche
shower scene as hilarious as the shower
scene in Hitd:icock's Psycho is fearsome.
PG****SFFV

27 Dresses
The dresses are the bridesmaid
kind. Twenty-seven takes the number
beyond probability, especially since
the perpetual attendant, Jane Nichols,
is played by the enthralling Katherine
Heigl.
The script, however, by Aline Brosh
McKenna, direction by Anne Fletcher
and cinematography by Peter James
keeps the comedy well within the limits
of credibility while pushing hilarity to
the limit.
PG****SFFV

The Jane Austen Book Club
Talk
about
conjuring
with
names. This a romantic comedy
based the works of the novelist
spinster of the parishes of Steventon,
Bath, Southampton, Chawton and
Winchester.
Director, aided by cast that includes
Jimmy Smits works up a comedy from
the conceit that the 19th century Austen
novels influence the behaviour of the
21st century cast.
Surely the ultimate exploitation of
Austen's six novels unless someone
comes up with the finding that
they were written by the Au sten
family's maid of all work, Nelly Anon,
using charcoal from the drawing room
fire.
M***NFFV
(c) Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2008
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The Catholic charity Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) will be assisting up
to 100 youth from Sudan, Myanmar (formerly Burma) and other poor and
oppressed countries, attend World Youth Day (WYD) in Sydney, 15 - 20 July '
2008. Without financial assistance, youth from these poor and oppressed
countries, would not be able to respond to the Pope's invitation for all youth
of the world to attend WYD.
ACN sponsored the youth delegation, pictured left, to WYD in Cologne
2005. These young people from Sudan returned home and spread the
good news of their meeting.

James Shawish will never forget the words of the Holy Father. "He
encouraged us to feel united with God, our country and the world at large.
He urged us to go and proclaim what we had heard to our friends, to their
families and to share what we had experienced when we were together as
brothers and sisters from all over the world."

Join us in Prayer with the Pope and
for the success of World Youth Day
Anyone able to help this cause will be sent a complimentary Papal Rosary
of Pope Benedict XVI, and a Holy card with a prayer for World Youth
Day. We ask you to join the Holy Father and the Catholic community in
prayer for the success of this unique and faith filled event.
To send your donation please fill out the coupon below and tick the
box* if you would like to receive the complimentary Papal Rosary and
prayer card.

-----------------------~-------~---

Gt

Help Poor and Oppressed Youth attend World Youth Day 2008

Aid to the Church in Need, PO Box 6245 Blacktown DC NSW 2148
Phone/Fax No: (02) 9679-1929 E-mail: info@aidtochurch.org Web: www.aidtochurch.org

I/We enclose a donation of$ .............. to help Youth from Poor and Oppressed countries attend World Youth Day 2008

DYes please send me the Papal rosary and Holy card*
I enclose a cheque/money order payable to Aid to the Church in Need OR please debit my Visa or Mastercard:

□□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□
Expiry Date_ _/_ _

Signature .................................... .

·ss/Sr/Rev . . ..... . .. . ........ . . .. ............. . .... .
Address . . ....... . . . ...... . .... . .. . . .. . .. ............. . .. . .. .. . . ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postcode .. . .... . . .
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SCIENCE AND LOGIC

!f there was Nothing before the Big Bang Who Created the Laws efPhysics?

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
By Frank Colyer

~

et ready; bellows the
Get-Read!J Man in
James Thurber's short
story The Car We Had
to Push.

'Get ready! The
world is coming to an
end?
Apocalyptic stuff, this, and very
important for the Get-Read!J Man, but
nobody paid him the slightest attention.
I can sympathise. L too, feel the n eed
to climb into an open car with a
megaphone.
'Get Ready! The end is near...'
... meaning not the end of the world,
but the end of the ancient adage that
'nothing proceeds from nothing'.
How did I get this way?
It began many years - ago when I
heard an interview series, The Big
Questions, on SBS TV. Over five nights,
Professor Paul Davies, the then-professor
of Natural Philosophy, Adelaide
University, and now with Arizona State
University, explained his views on the
existence and the beginning of things.

Yes, he said, the universe did have a
beginning. It began with the Big Bang,
in a fraction of a millisecond billions
of years ago, and the effects are still
unfolding. But who or what triggered
the Big Bang?
'Created out of nothing,' said Davies.
At this point language fails and, in
my case, reason fails, too.
'Out of implies something there. But
'nothing' obviously isn't 'there'. 'Nothing'
is not even a concept on which the mind
can chew. Perhaps it is a non-concept.
But Davies is firm . 'There was no
before?
Which means, I presume, that all
the elemental ingredients of reality
began, as it were, in that twinkling of a
millisecond. Time/ space/ energy/ matter
- all this began when b eginning began.
I was stunned.
'Great Scott!' I thought, 'He has
brought us back to Genesis 1, which
opens with the words, "In . . . the
beginning, God created the heavens
and the earth~
Not so. Later, on radio and in print, I
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learned more about his out-of-nothing
doctrine.
In a major feature in The Age
(11/1/97), Davies said this uncaused
effect - this total sum of reality - this
existence - happened 'without violating
the Jaws of physics?
"Science,' he added, 'has therefore
shown that the question What happened
kfi,re 1M big bang? is meaningless.,
Get the picture? Effect - yes. Cause
- no. Sensational stuff, I thought. This
must be reverberating in campuses
arolllld the world I waited for a flood
of letters to Tiu Age. Two or three
appeared, none of much substance.
From academe, not a word. A spooky
calm descended
Yet Davies has an international
reputation. He is the winner of the
famed Templeton Prize, together with
$1,300,000 for services to religion and
science. In desperation, I wrote to the
professors of the physics departments at
Melbourne and Monash Universities.
They responded with courtesy and
patience, as follows in part.
Professor Keith Nugent, the then
Head, School of Physics, the University
of Melbourne:
'The simple answer to your query is
that the ideas described by Paul Davies
are not his own but represent some
of the ideas arising out of quantum
physics and general relativity. These
ideas are not fully accepted but do
seem consistent with our current
understanding of physics. The real
heroes of this story are Einstein,
Heisenberg and Schrodinger.
'Thus, when you ask whether Davies
is turning the world of physics on its
ear or reflecting a widely held viewpoint
the answer is really neither. Paul Davies
is presenting a viewpoint that is widely
known, but not yet widely held.'
Professor John Pilbrow, Head of'·
Physics Department, Mana'sh University
wrote:

'The matter you raise, stimulated
by Paul Davies' many TV appearances,
concerns the issue of whether time
existed before the 'big bang'. The
generally accepted view of physicists
and and cosmologists is that time began
with the 'big bang'. Furthermore, in my
case I am a practising Christian and I
have no problem with that point of view
even from within the Christian thought
framework.
'The accepted cosmology of today of
course owes more to Einstein than to
Newton and it is Einstein's equations of
general relativity that play a crucial role.
As you say it is a revolutionary insight:
Yet the matter lingered, unresolved
and the voice of Davies echoed. 'There
was no before? Or maybe there was.
On the evening of 23 March, 1997,
ABC TV canvassed the issue of ultimate
origin on its Compass program. Davies
appeared on the program and reiterated
his doctrine. But top physicists in the
United Kingdom and the United State
offered different views.
The key poirit: the laws of physics.
All speakers agreed that the Big Bang
happened 'in accordance with the laws
of physics, but some physicists affirmed
that the laws of physics had to exist
prior to the Big Bang. Physics Professor
Leon Lederman, former director of
Fermi/ah in the United States:
'The belief of the physicists ...
that b efore the Big Bang there wasn't
anything you could knock on, there
were the laws of physics. Whatever there
was, there were the laws of physics; and
they said the Big Bang will take place
... I think maybe that's a consensus. It
doesn't say much but it says the laws of
physics were in place. Now Little Willie
say, "Yeah, but who put the laws of
physics in place?" Then you send him
to the Department of Theology because
you don't know how to answer that:
Presumably, you can't have it both
ways: the Event can't be inaugurating
the laws of physics and at the same time
be acting 'in accordance' with them.
But how can a set of laws intellectual reality- exist independently?
Do not thoughts need to be attached to
a thinker? The first thinker? The first
cause?
Pass me that megaphone, would you.
changing the pitch.
Ignore that first message. It appears
that lhe end of cause and effect may not
be near.

rm

DONATIONS RECEIVED
FROM 16/11/07 - 30/11/07
Our sincerest thanks to the many subscribers to
Annals Australia, who very generously send a small donation
along with their annual renewal - this assists in defraying the
heavy costs incurred in producing our magazine.
- Editor, Annals
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Please assist us by introducing Annals to relatives and friends.
We need your support and we need new subscribers.
Annals has the answer! Try it.
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ost Sacred Heart of Jesus Who revealed to Saint Margaret Mary
Alacoque Your desire to reign in Christian families, behold us
assembled here today to proclaim You to be the Head of our
y
our desire, in order to please you, to live in future with your
life, and to cultivate in our midst those virtues which You have promised
will bring us peace here below. We undertake to banish from our home the
spirit of worldliness against which You have warned us. May You reign over
our minds in the simplicity of our Faith, and over our hearts by the fervent
love with which they burn for You. We will keep the flame of this love alive
by our frequent attendance at Mass and reception of Holy Communion.
Deign O Divine Heart, to preside over us whenever we are gathered
together, to bless our undertakings, both spiritual and temporal, to
banish our cares, to sanctify our joys and to comfort our sorrows. If ever
one or other of us should offend You, may we call to mind, 0 Heart of
Jesus, that You are the fountain of love and mercy for repentant sinners.
When the hour ofour death arrives, when separation brings grief into our lives,
may we all - those who die and those who remain - be resigned to Your eternal
will. May we console ourselves with the thought that the day will come when our
entire family,reunited in Heaven, will sing forever of Your glory and Your mercy.
May Mary Immaculate and the glorious Patriarch St. Joseph, present this
Consecration to You and keep it ever present to our minds all the days of
our life.
ALL GLORY TO THE HEART OF JESUS, OUR KING AND OUR BROTHER.
On this ............;. day of . . .. . .. . .. ... . .. . .. in the year of our Lord . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. We, the
undersigned members of this family, by a solemn Act of Consecration, have enthroned the Sacred
Heart of Jesus in our Home, and have dedicated to Him each member of our family, living or
dead.
The Family ..................................................... :. . ........... . ........... . ..... ...... . ................. . .....

"'·
NB. The Consecration should be renewed anua.lly on the Feast of the Sacred Heart, which should be observed as a Family Feast day.
Missionaries of the Sacred Heart, Sacred Heart Monastery, Kensington NSW 2033 [02] 9662-7894. Imprimatur. George Cardinal Pell, Archbishop of Sydney Dec 20, 2006

